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News In Brief
Eastern pilot gets 'sick and tired'
of awaiting a takeoff, so he quits
TAMPA,Fla.(AP - An Eastern Airlines pilot waiting to take
off from Hartsfield-Atlanta International Airport told the 83
passengers he was "sick and tired" of delays and walked off, an
airline official and a passenger said.
The pilot returned Flight 141 from the taxiway to the gate Tuesday night and then got off. "This was an extremely, extremely
unique situation," Eastern spokesman Glenn Parsons said
Wednesday.
"We're talking about 4,000-plus pilots, a pretty large community. Unique is the understatement."
There had been several delays in the flight bound for Tampa
and Pensacola, and when the jet finally reached the runway, the
pilot announced there would be another 15- to 20-minute delay
because of a backup, said passenger Fred Fox.
"Then there was a pause," said Fox. "The first thing he said
was,'You know, there is a saying that when you die, you have to
change in Atlanta.'
"Then, there was a pause and he said, 'Well, I'm fed up. I'm
sick and tired of the delays, tired of waiting, so you can have it.
I'm hanging it up. This flight is my last flight.'
"When he made those comments I could hear gasps from some
of the passengers, like they were surprised."
The pilot returned the plane to the gate and he and some
passengers left, said Fox, a photographer for The Tampa
Tribune. The pilot was replaced, and the flight finally left, he
said.
Eastern would not identify the pilot, who has been grounded,
Parsons told the Tribune. "Presently, he is off flight status. This
Is a significant departure from stanard practices."
The pilot "for whatever reason came to a point in his life where
he decided he needed to make a change," he said.
Flight attendants told passengers the scheduled 5:35 p.m. flight
had been delayed nearly two hours, first because it needed refueling, then because the pilot was late and finally because a galley
door refused to close properly. Fox said.

Elsewhere...
PO the 4saprIated Press

WASHINGTON - President Reagan has tentatively decided to
propose to the Soviet Union expanded testing of U.S. "Star Wars"
technology and to urge deep cutbacks in long-range nuclear
missiles, administration officials said Thursday. Along with the
"new approach" on testing, a draft of Reagan's letter to
Secretary General Gorbachev also offers to delay deployment of
anti-missile technology in space for five to seven years, the officials say.
MOSCOW - The Chernobyl disaster has created ghost towns,
cost top officials their jobs and triggered a review of the Soviets'
ambitious nuclear program. Three months after the reactor exploded, a clean up is still going on.
Today's highlight in history: Thirty years ago, on July 25, 1956,
the Italian liner Andrea Doria sank after it collided with the
Swedish ship Stockholm south of Nantucket Island off the New
England coast. The two ships carried a total of more than 1,600
passengers, but because of rescuers' efforts, only 51 lives were
lost.

1.S. Army Black Hawk
•Type: Combat assault
•Crew: 2-man flight deck with
helicopter designed to carry 11
3d crew member stationed in
fully equipped American troops;
can in gunner's position
can also be used for
reconnaissance. medical
•Range: 373 miles at maximurn
evacuation, troop resupply
takeoff weight or about 2.3
•Armament 2 M60 side-firing
hours; cruising speed of about
machine guns
167 mph
Chicago Tribune Graphic.
Sources Department of Defense, Jane's All the World's Aircraft

Jury new
Calloway
assistant
principal
By DAVID TUCK
Staff Writer
The Calloway County School
Board named a new assistant
principal to the high school and
awarded the bid for construction
at the county middle school and
high school in its regular
meeting Thursday.
After a discussion of the matter in executive session, the
board announced that James C.
Jury will fill the vacant assistant principal post at Calloway
County High School. The position has been vacant since the
board released Bobby Allen
from the jbb March 20.
Airy graduated received his
bachelor's and master's degrees
.from Georgetown College and is
currently enrolled in the doctoral program at the University
of Louisville seeking a degree in
education administration. He
has taught six years in Ohio,and
was most-recently employed as
a teacher at DeSales High
School and Moore High School in.
Louisville.
The board also approved the
low bid of $1,395,000 from
Cleaver Construction of Murray
fo the add-ons to the high school
and middle school. Plans call for
an extra 22,000 square feet for
the high school to include two
physicschemistry labs, two
computer labs, a four-room
business and office complex.
three regular classrooms, a
publications workshop. a speech
and hearing room, a first aidhealth room and restrooms.
At the middle school, 19.000
square feet will be added to
house 15 classrooms, offices and
restrooms.
In other personnel matters,
the board approved: James
Pigg as a teacher at the high
school and as assistant high
school football coach; Glenn
Lecki as an art teacher at the
high school; Marjory Grady as a
kindergarten teacher at
Southwest Elementary; and
Teresa Jones as secretaryreceptionist at the school
system's central office.
—(Cont'd on page 21
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A place in the sun

Nearing completion at Murray-Calloway County Hospital is its
new terrace. Constructed with materials donated by the Murray
Woman's Club and the Hospital Auxiliary, the outdoor area will
provide patients, visitors and staff with a sunny, outdoor area in
which to visit, relax, have lunch or simply soak up the sun. The
terrace is located on the west side of the hospital just off the second floor. The project is 95 percent complete, according to
MCCH Administrator Stuart Poston.

25 C \Ts

New lower
city tax
rate OK'd
)\
By GENE NI c4'I
Staff %liter
•
A city tax rate of :i7.410
per $100 valuation was appro',ed
by the Murray City council
following a public nearing
Thursday.
The tax rate. 0.91 cents lower
than last year's
,will
cent rit,
become effective following at).
proval of an ordinance by the
counidl on two readings
The tax rate includes iii 119 I
cents for. the police and
fireman's pension fund.
The slightly lower tax rate is
expected to generate S614,127.
about S9.000 more than last year
The increase in revenue is
because of growth in property
values, new contruction and the ,
addition of the Briggs and Sind- •
tOn property to the tax rolls this
+1•7
year.
Also at last night's regular
council meeting. Municipal
Utilities Superintendent .Tommy
Marshall advised .the .„council
that a five-cent per thriusand
'cubic feet natural gas rate increase. anticipated Aug
Ic
would he absorbed by the
system.
"We're are in a good, sound
financial position.•• Marshall
said in announcing the decision
. not to pass the increase on to the
system's customers.
• The rate v% ill be reviewed
March of 19s7 to determine it an
• adjustment should be made at .
that time. Marshall said tel an
annual basis, the five.cent rate
hike would cost the system
about $37.000
The council also approved
bids for asphalt and rOck irtil
gravel for use by the street
department. Murray Paying Co.
won approval to supply asphalt
and B. G. Mohler %%as awarded
the bid for rock and gravel
Prompted by comments Itlim
councilman E: B. Flown in. the
- Council. also spent several
minutes discussing alleged pr(i.
blems created by fraternity and
sorority parties in residential
neighborhoods.
"I don't think we should put up
with it
Howton 5.1 it
e
should get the police on the .irib
... and quieten these lieople
down."

(Con *ri

on nage. '-!)

Illinois sues Kentucky over border location
"‘‘e intend to settle it !1(rA and
But Hartigan said the bouned a challenge to Kentucky's terMETROPOLIS, Ill.
dary is unfair to Illinois and in- forever. so that Illinois spicrt
ritorial claim.
Kentucky says its border exthi•
The two states have been at consistent with the river boun- smen again have access
tends literaliy to the Land of Linpart of the Ohio River that
odds for months over the lora- dary lines Keinthits-with
coln, but Illinois is asking .the
_rightfully thews ...without
:Aims:if the_burder_which was.cog_111110..and Indiana.
U.S. Supreme_Court to grant.
after the Revolutionary War and
"We won't tolerate a situation
harassment of' Kentucky gam,at least a share of the Ohio
where you can cast a line into and fish officials:' he said
before either state existed.
River.
The announcement follow cci i.
Kentucky officialsIlmtend the .Kentucky from the Illinois
"It's time the people of Illinois
meeting w ith Cornell Neal
state line is the Illinois shore. shore." Hartigan said at a news
get an answer once and for all."
and they enforce their fish and conference in this Massac CounAttorney General Neil Hartigan
ty village overlooking the river. (Cont'd on page :!)
game laws up to dry land.
said Thursday after his office fil-
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MISS
YOUR PAPIER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger
Times by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m Saturday
are urged to-call 753-1916 bPf
ween 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. dnd 4 p.m. Saturdays. OffIt. Hours p.m. Monday thru lirtday,
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

P'orpeast
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
warm and muggy with a 20
p,ercent chance of
thunderstorms. Low 70 to 75.
South wind around 5 mph.
Saturday:'Partly cloudy.
hot and humid with a 30 percent chance of
thunderstorms. High 90 to 95
West wind 5 to 10 mph.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358.1
Barkley Lake
358.0

a

Kentucky Rotarians need to
strengthen and enlarge their
clubs as well as start even more
clubs to help better serve the
people of the world. the Murray.
Rotary Club was told Thursday
by its 1986-87 district governor.
Joe M. Phillips of Franklin
and since July 1 governor of the
International organization's
54-club District 671. told the
Murray Rotarians that Rotary is
many things to many people.
"To those of us in Rotary it
mews fun and fellowship." he
said. "as well as an opportunity
to give a different direetion to
our liqes - a chance to help
others and to give some reason
for our time On earth.
"To the recipients of Rotary
service." he continued.

brought healthy babies, food for
the hungry, pure water and
clean air, the gift of sight,
mow, nourishment
freedom
for the mind and.the 3:pirit _eyen a time to think and to
dream "
It is because Rotarians do
these many good things that
men are drawn to Rotary, said
the retired administrator and
teacher for the Simpson County
school system.
_ "It is for this reason that we
need to Itrengthen and 'enlarge
our clubs - tO gtart new clubs
we may.fte% mute Beta rtanii
to help.many_more people.' he
said
•
A former president and
(l'ont'd on page 21

•
•
.4 SPECIAL PRESENTATION - Rotary International District
Governor Joe M. Phillips (right) awards a special corn
memorative pin to Murray Rotary Club President Bob Billington
at Thursday's meeting. Phillips also presented one of the pine to
Murral. Rotarian Wilson Gantt.

•
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Collins pledges help
to committee eyeing
Kentucky State Police
FRANKFORT, Ky iAPi —
Gov. Martha Layne Collins has
pledged the full cooperation of
her administration to a committee that has been assigned the
task of evaluating the Kentucky
State Police.
Collins met privately with the

Seafarers say
they've found
Jones wreck

„111,
11S.

SCARBOROUGH, England
— A group of young
seafarers today said they have
calculated where the wreck of
15th century American naval
hero John i'aul Jones' ship. the
Bon Homme Richard. is lying —
under a 20th century wreck in
the North Sea.
The young explorers, called
Sea Cadets, said they pinpointed
the Bon Homme Richard's
Whereabouts using modern sea
charts and ancient archives. According to their calculations, the
wreck lies about four miles from
the Yorkshire . coast, under a
4.000-ton .merchant . ship that
sank in 1918.
Derek Haggerston. who
organized the Sea Cadets project, said divers were preparing
to investigate the site, but that
because of drifting and decay, it
was unlikely much of the 130n
Homme Richard. which 'was
chiefly made of wood, remained
to be found.
The 42-gun Bon Homme
Richard sank off Flamborough
Head. a Yorkshire headland
southeast of Scarborough. after
a spectacular battle with the
54-gun British frigate Serapis in:
September 1779.
Thousands'of people lined the
cliffs to watch. the battle, now
considered one of the most
memorable in naval histdry.
Over the years there have
been seval searches for the
Bon Homme Richard. many using sophisticated modern equipment including underwater Xray cameras. but, its position
was never pinpointed.
Jones was born in Kirkcudbright. Scotland in 1747 but
fought for the American revolutionaries against th,,,British in
the War of Independence.

nve members of the KSP Administrative and Management
Evaluation Committee for 45
minutes on Thursday. The group
is to have its organizational
meeting with Commissioner
Morgan Elkins today and elect a
chairman.
"I am going to commit the
resources and the support to do
the job they want to do.” Collins
said in a brief interview after
the meeting.
Collins said, however, that she
does not expect the committee to
draft a report that delves into
the incidents involving specific
individuals that actually prompted the creation of the
committee.
-We made it extremely clear
that this is not a witch hunt, this
is not an' investigation into any
of the accusations or the stories
or anything in the past." Collins
said.
"What we're looking for is an
evaluation of the procedures .
and policies to see to it they're
the best organization they can
be," Collins continued.
Collins stressed that she does.
not want a report listing
whatever problems the state
police might face, but preferred
suggestions on how things can
be made better.
"This is a positive move," she
said. "This is an evaluation into
ways that we can improve."
Kentucky State University
President Raymond Burse said
the governor pledged her
cooperation in "wherever this
committee wanted to go in
terms of performance evaluation, that we have her support
and she will work with us on
those things that are necessary
to provide a report that will
make the state police even better than it is.
Collins saidshe did not make
any sugges,tions on how_the committee might conduct its work or
whom it should interview.
The governor did say that the
committee should be open to
anyone who might have
something to say about the state
police.
"I certainly hope that anyone
who has any suggestions on how
to make it a better organization
would. come forward,•• Collins
said, "This is a good group;
they're going to be easy to talk
to."

Reagan hints at concessions

Hot and dry
Temperature comparison

Coroughtin the
Southeast

30-year average high for given date
vs highest temperature for
Auly 1 1-1 7. 1986 Nozmal Recent July
City
NO high
date
Atlanta
86°' 990
16
870
96
. 13
Baltimore
• Birmingham

90°

97°
100°
940

13
17
13

880

104°
93
.

87°

950

17

Charlotte. N C 88°
Chicago
83°
Columbia, S.C. 92°
Indianapolis
Louisville

111

Z

Extremely dry
Too dry for plants
to survive

Severely dry
Plants likely to wilt
Excessively dry
Plant growth retarded

17

Abnormally dry
Plant growth occurs,
but not ideal

Nashville
Norfolk, Va
St Louis
Washington

Atlantic
Ocean

MISS.

1.-Chicago Tribune brapract Sower PIOAA/USIM .Ic#nt Agricultural Weather Facility
—and Central Weather Service

FLA. \

Rotary...
(('ont'd from page 1)
secretary of the Franklin
Rotary Club, Phillips was in
Murray Wednesday night and
much of Thursday meeting with
the officers and committee
chairman of the Murray club,
reviewing planned projects and
discussing future Rotary
activites.
Founded in 1924, the Murray
club has 118 members,and is the
14th oldest club in the district.
During that time, five of its
members have been electeci
the post Phillips holds, that of
district governor.
The Murray club also is one cif
more than 22,000 Rotary clubs in
some 160 countries worldwide.
the total membership of which
exceeds 1,000,000 members.
Bob Billington, local insurance representative, is the
1986-86 president of the Murray
club, and introduced Phillips at
the club's weekly luncheon
meeting Thursday as well as
served as his host during his

stay in Murray.
Some of the local club's service projects include: The awarding of four annual scholarships
of $500 each to Murray and
Calloway County High School
graduates: contributions to
many local charitable organizations and other local service
agencies: sponsorship of the annual Christmas Parade and its
related ham breakfast and the
selection and sponsorship of
foreign exchange students.

Calloway...
row from page 1)
The board accepted resignations from Larry Dunn, art
teacher at the high school, and
from Tom Pack, middle school
teacher and assistant. high
school boys' basketball coach.
The board also transferred
Pat Allbritten from East
Calloway'y library to the
librarian post at the high school
and moved Debbie Ernstberger
from her kindergarten position
at Southwest Elementary to
East Elementary as librarian.

WASHINGTON I AP I — President Reagan, hinting at a possible concession to the critics of
his South African policy, said to;
day "we never close any doors"
and indicated that new, limited
sanctions might be ordered
against the white-minority
Pretoria government
Reagan, on a campaign trip in

coiumoia, S.C., did not
elaborate, but his spokesman,
Larry Speakes, said the administration might take additional steps if the South African
government refuses to move
away from apartheid.
Reagan. asked if he might
consider new sanctions in concert with allies, said,"We never
close any doors."

Johnstone to write opinion
PADUCAH. Ky.(AP) — U.S.
District Judge Edward
Johnstone says he is ready to
begin writing an opinion in the
state's request for an end to
federal court supervision of
Kentucky's two maximum security prisons.
The two-week trial in
Louisville and Paducah saw its
last witness Wendesday.
Johnstone did not say Wednesday when his opinion would be
ready.
The state wants the federal
court to relinquish the oversight.
ceded in a 1980 consent decree,
of the Kentucky State Penitentiary in Eddyville and the Kentucky State Reformatory in La
Grange.
The decree stemmed from a
suit filed by an inmate at the
penitentiary. It set limits on
prison population, ordered improved educational, occupational and recreational programs and spelled out their constutional rights.
State officials testified during
the tial that Kentucky has spent

Border...
(("ont'd from page 1)
Bay City, who recently drove
4,000 miles throughout Southern
Illinois gathering information
from 10,000 sportsmen on their
problems with the border.
"A major complaint was haytng to choose behveen buying,
Kentucky game licenses and
facing sanctions and harassment from Kentucky officials.
Sportsmen also cited an attempt by Kentucky officials to
seize the boat and motor of a
man who tied his craft to the Illinois shore, and the fining of a
boy who was fishing from a log
that extended into the river from
the Illinois side.
The boundary issue has existed for more than 200 years.
Hartigan said.
In 1784, Virginia ceded the
land that would become Illinois.

$232 million to implement the
court-ordered reforms.
But attorneys for the inmates
have argued that the state has
fallen short in areas ranging
from protective custody to food
quality and have asked the court
to remain as a watchdog.

(Cont'd from page 1)
Howton said he had received a
number of complaints from
residents near some fraternity
houses concerning loud parties
and drinking in public.
Murray Police Chief Jerry
Lee said his officers routinely
respond to • complaints they
receive but, to his knowledge,
none have been received
recently.
Mayor Holmes Ellis suggested
that a council committee, which
met earlier this year with
university officials, again make
contact with Murray State's administration in an effort to work
out a solution to the problem.
Ohio and Indiana to the U.S.
government, but retained the
land south and east of the Ohio
River, which later became
Kentucky.
The U.S. Supreme Court once
ruled that Kentucky's border extends to the low-water mark on
the river's northern shore as it
existed in 1792.— the year Kentucky waS admitted to the union.
But Hartigan said the ruling
altdressesLonly the borders with
Ohio and Indiana, _leaving the
Illinois-Kentucky' boundary
issue unresolved.
In the lawsuit filed Thursday,
his office asked the Supreme
Court to set the 1792 low-water
mark — not the current
shoreline — as the boundary.
"This will allow Illinois sportsmen to have access to a fair
portion of the Ohio River," Hartigan said. "It's fair, it's what
the law is (in neighboring
states) and it's overdue"

:41M1

Sue Harrell just won the RCA 19" Color TV from
Ward Elkins. Her name was drawn from the first
1,000 mail subscribers to change to same day
delivery.
00!
Subscribers of the Murray Ledger &
Times who now receive the paper by mail
in Calloway County will be able to get
delivery Hot Off The Press the afternoon
we publish, six days a week for only

$400
per month
Stars Sept. 1, 1986

Only $4
Per Month Includes Same Day Delivery
Pays for your six day per week
subscription Including delivery
to your home.
For current mall subscribers, thl/1114 pfht_indath tete

will not be effective untilthealMINIM

—#1.4uasar
Arm=

Register To %A
Ted Delaney, Ledger & Times Circulation and
Production Manager, presents Sue Harrell her new
19" Color TV.

The second 1,000 subscribers
to apply for Daily Delivery are
eligible to win a 13" Quasar Color T.V.
from Movie World Home TV &
Appliance in the Central Shopping Center.

Address
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city
1
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O
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PERSPECTIVE
Commentary:

'Solution needed
for 911 obstacle
The enhanced-911 emergency telephone system that
was proposed a few weeks ago has hit a snag according
to local officials I have talked with recently.
As proposed by South Central Bell representative
s, the SALI
system would have encompassed -every exchange
in Calloway
County and would cost telephone users about 25
cents per
month each.
At the time it was presented, Mayor Holmes Ellis
and County
Judge-Executive George Weaks expressed support
for the proposal. But since that time, the phone company as
said that the
system is incompatible with West Kentucky Rural
Telephone's
switching equipment and it would only be available to
users in
the 753, 759 and 762 exchanges in and immediately
surrounding
the city.
Because of the system's advanced features, I feel it
is very
important that it be implemented locally. The major
advantage
to the system I see is that it provides identification-o
f the caller
to the police dispatcher.
That ID comes from a computerized data-base that
is hooked
into the system to automatically display the caller
number and
allow the dispatcher to call up a file that contains the
name,
address and other pertinent data.
Since the phone company has learned that
the system could
not provide county-wide 911, Judge Weaks
has withdrawn his
support, and rightly so.
E
Even though it may seem presumptous of
me, especially to
the system designers and engineers at SCB,
I don't understand
why the restriction of not being able to dial
the three-digit 911
number from the rural exchanges should
be such an obstacle
that it puts the entire project on hold.
Since every exchange in the county can dial
a 753 number,
toll free, why cannot another number,
say 753-9111 or 753-0911
be designated as the emergency number
in those areas?
When those calls hit the central switcher in
Murray they
could be automatically be re-routed to the
911 number at the
central emergency dispatch site, couldn't
they?
At least, that way, everyone in the county
would have direct
access to an emergency dispatcher for all
services: police, fire,
ambulance, rescue.
I must apoligize for the use of a word in
Wednesday's column
that maybe.was not as common as I thought
. More than one
person asked me yesterday for the definiti
on of micrology.
I even suggested to a couple of folks at our
office that they
look it up in a dictionary.
When we looked in three different dictiona
ries and did not
find micrology listed, I realized by error.
In offering my
apology to readers, I'll also give a couple
of references for
those of you who are interested but were unable
to find the
word in your dictionary.
The first is from Webster's New Twentieth
Century,
unabridged, second edition:
micrology, n. the discussion or study of trivial
matters or
petty differences.
The second is from the Everyday Reader'
s Dictionary of
Misunderstood, Misused, Mispronounced Words
published by
The New York Times:
micrology, n. excessive consideration of
minute matters.
E L] C;
The preceeding seven paragraphs of this
column are probably an excellent example of microlo
gy.
— GENE McCUTCHEON

Looking Back
Ten years ago
A Purchase Area Crop Tour
will be on July 29 at the farms of
Skip Neale and Joe Pat
Carraway.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges
presented a review of book,
Angels, Angels, God's Secret
Agents by Billy Graham. at a
meeting of First United
Methodist Church Women.
Mayfield beat Murray 9 to 5 to
win Colt League Championship
at Brooks Stadium, Paducah,
Kim Sims was Murray pitcher.
Mike Shelbourne, 23,
Paducah, won Murray Invitational Golf Tournament at Murray Country Club.
Roger Chrisman and Bucky
Erwin are pictured with a stringer of bluegill taken while
fishing at a local farm pond.
Twenty years ago
Four men were apprehended
and charged in the break•in of
Uncle Jeff's yesterday between
12:30 and 1 a.m., accordipg to
Calloway County Sheriff Cohen
Stubblefield.
The Murray Colt League
became district champions on
July 23 when Madisonville
forfeited at end of second inning
when it started to rain. Murray
was leading 2 to 0. Stan Key was
pitcher and Bobby Campbell
was catcher for Murray.
Clayton Dale Adams, son of

Mr. and Mrs. Clayton W.
Adams, has been promoted to
first class in United States Air
Force at Lockbourne AFB, Columbus, Ohio.
Michael White, a member of
Calloway County 4-H Teen Club,
showed 4-H Senior and Grand
Champion Cow at Purchase
District 4-H and FFA Dairy
Show at Mayfield.
Thirty years ago
The Western District Babe
Ruth Tournament will be completed in Louisville because of
heavy rains which stopped the
tournament in Murray yesterday. Remaining teams are
Lebanon, Owensboro, South End
of Louisville and St. Matthews
National.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James Vaughn
Edwards, July 19.
Army Pvt. Adrittn G. Garner
is receiving advanced infantry
training with 4th Armored Division at Fort Hood, Texas.
James D. McClure of Murray
Is a recent graduate of International Grapho Analysis Society
Inc. of Springfield, Mo. He is
employed by U.S. Army Signal
Corps at Fort Campbell.
Mr. and Mrs. I.L. Clanton are
visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Charles Miller and family of
Chattanooga. Tenn.
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Royko Says

By Mike Royko

Keep big kids out of Little League
According to witnesses, the
fight began this way.
When the game ended, the
coach of the winning tee-ball
team was accosted in the infield
by the disgruntled mother of one
of the losing players. (Tee-ball,
I'm told, is a form of baseball
played by children about 8 years
old who hit a ball off a tee.
Anyway, the mother was angry
because she thought this coach
had been intimidating the umpires. The manager responded by
saying something obscene.
The mother challenged him to
repeat his foul words, which he
gladly did. So she took a swing at
him.
In a moment, the two adults
were tusssling on the ground.
Other adults rushed forward to
join in, and soon several were
rolling around in the dust.
When it was over, the mother
had a split lip and the manager
had been banished from the
league.
This happened recently in a,
suburb of Chicago. It was brought
to my attention by a middle-aged
resident of that surburb, who
said:,"Can you imagine, grownups acting that way?"
I told him that of course I could
imagine.it. Incidents of this kind
have been occurring since Little
League and other such parentdominated activities began.
Compared to some brawls, this
was milk. There have been
disputes in which people have
taken up firearms. There have
.been lawsuits. Feuds have been
started that have gone on for
years.
"Why do they do it?" the subrbanite asked. "Is a kid's game
that important to them?"

That's a good question, and I
once put it to a psychiatrist. The
shrink said: "There are so many
factors that can drive a parent to
violent behavior. Personally,
when my kid plays, the most I do
is yell insults at the opposing
player."
The suburbanite also said: "I
guess we were lucky because
when we were kids, parents
didn't stick their noses into our
games."
That's true. Before the growth
of the suburbs and the birth of
Little League, kids organized
their own sports activities, usually in a schoolyard or a park.
We formed our own teams,
scrounged our own equipment,
and if there was any yelling or
fighting to. be done, we did it
ourselves.
If a parent showed up. it wasn't
because of interest in our game.
It was usually to say something
like: "Chester, get home now,
and find your brudder. I got supper on the table."
Our system had only one flaw.
It was based purely on merit.
That meant that when a
neighborhood team was formed,
players were chosen by their
peers on the basis of how well
they could perform.
The best players were in the
lineup. The less skilled sat on the
bench as substitutes or joined a
weiker team that could use
'them. And the thoroughly. incompetent watched or went home
and practiced the accordion. _ _
What could be fairer ?And what
could be better preparation for
the rat race of adult life and
success/
But it was just thlt system that
brought about the creation of Lit-

Business Mirror By John Cunniff
Illiteracy an obstacle to productivity
NEW YORK ( AP) — At a time
Colorado. New England, Texwhen futurists are proclaiming
cas, New York and Illinois.
the advent of a great new world
Dissatisfied with the abilities
of electronic computers and
of high school graduates, many
outer space, there develops still
companies also operate their
another impediment to man's
own employee learning centers,
progress: illiteracy.
concentrating on the basics of
Some estimates put the
reading, writing and arithmetic
economic cost in billions of
that should have been learned
dollars.
years earlier.
The Department of Education
Volunteers are also active in
believes that 17 million to 21
libraries, schools and churches,
million adults cannot read, and
and the Coalition for Literacy ofsuggests that many more have
fers a toll-free number —
serious reading difficulties.
1-800-228-8813 — to provide inforA 1983 National Commission
mation to parents and
on Excellence in Education
volunteers.
reported that 27 million
While blame most commonly
Americans were functional ilis aimed at the education
literates. which means they are
system, no one cause has been
unable to complete job applicadetermined, and studies contions or take a driver's test.
tinue in social, economic and
Other estimates are higher.
political areas. Jonathan Itozol,
Many critics blame the public
the author, attributes the proschool systems for hiding the
blem to complacency and wide
reality by doling out passing
indifference at the federal level,
grades and graduating students
and a local unwillingness to
to ever-higher plateaus without
spend. Others contend money
ever educating them in the most
cannot solve the matter. The
basic necessititof life.
truth is, nobody knows.
As a consequ ce of this and
Whatever the cause, everyone
other reasons, says Patrica
pays. says James Cates, direcWier. president of En'or of an adult education project
cyclopaedia Brittanica USA.
at the University of Texas. They
recently shocked a business aupay. he says, because illiterates
dience with the world that ilcannot earn, cannot pay their
literacy "has reached epidemic
share of taxes, cannot maintain
proportions."
basic health, cannot perform
As she put it, 27 million adult
civic responsibilities. Americans — more than the enOthers in society pay also in
tire population of Canada —
terms of lost production, high
simply exist. "like turtles on a
accident rates, poor workmanbeach."
ship, waste, unemployment
Wier has a business as well as
compensation. welfare and
professional interest in the subcrime. Significantly, perhaps
ject since her parent company
the greatest concentration of ilowns American Learning Corp..
literates is in prisons.
which operates The Reading
Game, a network of afterschool
remedial reading centers now
active in California. Arizona,
19016%ic•••ught \snd

tle League and other adultdominated pasttimes.
Some parents began complaining: "It isn't fair that my Melvin
can't play simply because he
trips over his own feet, holds his
hands over his head When asked
to catch a fly ball: and wets his
pants if a pitch comes within four
feet of him. I think he should be
the starting shortstop."
It didn't matter that Melvin
would probably have been happier sitting in his backyard. picking his nose or pulling wings off
insects.
His mother wanted him to play
because that was part of suburban life, so he was going to play.
And that brought about
something that has no place in
competitive team sports - the expectation that everybody gets to
play. That's why golf was
invented - so
athletic
incompetents could have a game
they could play without making
life miserable for others.
This misguided efffort at

fairness surely contributed to the
instant-gratification demands in
all areas of life and made the
baby-boon generation such a national pain in the neck I have no
evidence to support it. but I'm
sure that if there had been no Little League, there would have
been no Abie Hoffmans or Jerry
Rubins. So now there is another
victim of this misguided quest for
justice.
Somewhere in that suburb is'
the boy whose mom ended up in
the'recent brawl.
Instead of the kind of free-spirit
memories of a childhood that
Hick Finn and Tom Sawyer had,
he will remember the day that his
mom charged out onto the field.
rolltd in the dust, and got a split
lip.
Mark my words, someday that
lad will be a grown man lying on
a psychiatrist's couch saying:
"Doc. I just don't know why the
sight of anything with a shape
resembling a baseball bat makes
me impotent."

Ready to go!
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Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Here are two th,oughts on selfimprovement, the first taken
from the late medieval mystic
Thomas a Kempis and the second
from Hindu literature:
If you are not able to make
yourself what you wish to
be how can you expect to
mold another in conformity
to your will?
••••
Therein nothing noble hi be ing superior to some oti*r
man. The true nobility& in
being superior to your
previous self.

It s here' The JCPenney Fall 8. Winter Catalog—the book
with something for everyone. Like family fashions from
Levis'. Hunt Club'. Lee Wright and others Home
furnishings. too Plus the latest in high-tech entertainment
And you can request speedy home delivery on any order for
just Si more than the usual transpo4alion-ancl-hand4ulg- - charges Come to your nearest JCPenney Catalog Department
and pia up your copy today for lust 54. we II give you a
$5 certificate good towards your first Catalpa purchase

Shop-by-phone 1-800-222-6161

The JCPenney Catalog
Chestnut Thus Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office: 759-1400
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Family event • t Hardin

The annual ministers and èves family picnic
of Blood River Baptist Associèt,on will be held
Tuesday, July 29, at 6 p.m. at 1ardth Baptist
Church. Each family should br g a salad,
dessert and vegetable. Coffee and tea will be provided by the host church. If you prefer some
other type drink you will need to bring it. The
association will provide the baked ham. Reservations should be made, according to the Rev.
Terry M. Sills, director of missions for the
association.

'1'11F: RE% . MIKE LITTRELL will be speaker
at revival SeIrViCe% at
Spring Creek Raptist
Church, located off
Highway 7S3, Penny Airport Road, starting
Sunday, July 27. and
continuing through Friday, Aug. 1. Services
will he at 11 a.m. and 7
p.m. Sunday and at 7
p.m.. Monday through
Friday. Special singing
will be featured nightly,
according to the church
pastor. the Rev. Joe
Johnson, who in lies the
public to attend.

Boosters plan meeting
Calloway County Athletic Boosters will meet
Monday. July 28, at 7 p.m. in library of Calloway
County High School. This is a regular business
meeting and all interested persons are urged to
attend. Memberships at $10 for family and $5 for
Individuals are being taken, according to Janice
McCuiston, booster club spokesman.

Singing on Saturday
New Liberty Baptist Church near Gobo will
have a gospel singing on Saturday, July 26, at
7:30 p.m. Featured singers will be The True
Foundations.

Coleman will speak
Friendship Church of Christ will have a gospel
meeting starting Sunday, July 27, and continuing
through Friday, Aug. 1. Ronald Coleman of
Arab, Ala.. will be the speaker for the services at
11 a.m. and 7:30 Pm. Sunday and at 7:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.

WMU meeting Monday
The WMU of Blood River Baptist Association
will have its quarterly meeting on Monday, July
28, at Altona Baptist Church in Marshall County.
A potluck luncheon will be served with dessert
and drink being furnished.

Parish at meeting

Service on Sunday
The GA and Acteen Recognition service will be
held Sunday, July 27. at 7 p.m. at First Baptist
Church. This is a special occasion when recognition will be given to the various groups of the
GAs and Acteens. Paula Alcott and Joretta Randolph are coordinators for the event. They will be
assisted by other leaders of the groups.

.of

Dr. J.T. Parish, senior pastor of Christian
Fellowship Church at Briensburg, attended the
24th annual convention of the Full Gospel
Fellowship of Ministers and Churches International at Anaheim, Calif. Parish is an international director of the fellowship and also serves
on the education committee. He addressed the
convention at a morning session and served on a
panel discussing Christian schools and colleges.

Singers at Locust Grove
The Spirituals from Edmonton will be at services at Locust Grove Church of
the Nazarene, Kirksey, on Saturday, July 26, at 7 p.m. and on Sunday, July
27, at 11 p.m. and 2 p.m. The church is located one mile north of KIrksey, 1/2
mile east of Highway 299. The public is invited, according to the Rev. Ercel
Carter, pastor. Members of the group include, from left, Kelly Moss, bass
guitar, Patty Hurt, alto, Jack L. Hurt, bass, Marla Hurt,lead singer, Teresa
Fields, piano and tenor singer, Keith Gibson, lead guitar, and David
Wheeler, drums. Melissa Hurt, not pictured, takes care of the sound board.

Grace singing Saturday

URRAY
MOVIES

DAILY BARGAIN MATINEE
All Seats $2.00

753-3314-24 HR.

7th Week
The Surprise
Comedy Hits of '86

6th Week•Seedlt!

Featured singers at the gospel singing at
Grace Baptist Church on Saturday. July 26, at 7
p.m. will include Marston Holland and the
United Quartet of Huntsville, Ala., Melody
Makers of Hopkinsville and Calvary Quartet of
Murray. The event will be on the church lawn
and each one is asked to bring a lawn chair. In
case of rain, the singing will be held in the
church, located at 617 South Ninth St., Murray.

Concert at'Memorial
RALPH
mACCHIO

Rodney Danggrfield

-BACK
to
SCHOOL
COLUMBIA PICTURES

Pt; I31

A special program by Son Celebration will be
Sunday, July 27, at 7 p.m. at Memorial Baptist
Church. This group is composed of students from
The Student Department of Kentucky Baptist
Convention with Rick Howerton, campus
minister, Northern Kentucky University, KBC,
as director. Other members include Rod Ellis
and Julie Kent, Georgetown College, Darn
Stephenson and David Garcia, University of
Kentucky, Kim Pyles, University of Louisville,
and Johnna Kazlauskas, Murray State
University.

The
Movie
1:30, 3:10 Only
A Frightening Comedy

Danny
DeVito

Judge
Reinhold

TOUCHSTONE WAS

7:05, 9:00 Onl

There Are Some Places In The
Universe You Don't Go Alone

Baby, dismissals
listed by hospital
A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday. July 24, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Downey baby boy,
parents. Roxann and
Richard, Rt. 8, Box 595,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sandra Johnson
and baby boy. Rt. 2. Box
75, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Delisa Peoples and baby
boy, Rt. 1. Sedalia;
Lloyd Stevens. Box

James Byars, 100
Spruce St., Murray; Les
Bostick, Rt. 1, Clinton;
Clifton Roberts. Rt. 5,
Box 227. Murray:
Cleo Sykes. 1 308
Sycamore St., Murray:
Mrs. Evelyn Price.,
Calloway Gardens D21,
Murray.

The New Movie

Coming Soon
Howard The Duck
Friday The 13th Part VI
Haunted Honeymoon

753-7737
'dew irruge
Toning Tables
Shape Up & Lose Inches Effortlessly!

Linnie Hooks, Owner
* Wolff Suntan Bed
0,,ieland Shopping Cents, molt lo tho Groin Door

TEN PIECE SHRIMP
DINNER

The annual family
reunion of the
descendents of the late
Elbert and Lovie Ellen
West of Graves County
was held Saturday. July
12. in the City Building
at Drakesboro.
The day was spent
visiting and picture
making with a potluck
luncheon at noon.
Those attending from
Murray were Dr. and
Mrs. Thomas L. Green
and children. Samuel
and Karen. Mips Teresa
Tinsley, Jimmy Irby
and Mrs. Marian
Richardson.

Others attending were
the following:
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
West. St. Lotus, Mo.:
Mr. and Mrs. l'aul West,
Mrs. Amy Lois Green,
Mr. and Mrs. John
Green and children.
Julie, Jennifer, JoAnn
and Johnna. Graves
County:
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
West. Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Sircy and children.
Laura and Clay. and
L.W. Richardson,
Nashville, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. Hal West, Little Rock. Ark.: Robin,
Jay and Deanna

MONDAY EA TUESDAY ALL DAY SPECIAL

The descendants of
the late Aubrey and
Daisy Radford James of
Kirksey held a family

WE WELCOME YOU
TO OUR

H.99

7713-9383

great
aptinIA
little seafood place.
hr..tnut !fills Shopping Cir.

Flanking the cake
were brass candelabra
with white candles and
white flowers entwined.
Cake, punch, mints and
nuts were served.

Richardson, San Diego,
Calif.:
Dr. and Mrs. James
W. Green and children.
Laura and David, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Dillihay
and children, Baker and
Shera. Louisville; Miss
Marlyn Dillihay,
Clarksville, Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Dillihay, Miss Martha
Dillihay, Miss Mary
Jane Dillihay. Mrs.
Margaret Shirel and
daughter, Elizabeth,
and Kenneth Dillihay
and daughter, Virginia
Beth, Drakesboro.

reunion during the third
weekend of July.
Several family dinners were held at the

Classes for All Ages

c

Centering the table
was a three-tiered
yellow anniversary
cake- iced in white and
topped with wedding
bells. A miniature ladder with figurines of a
bride and groom ascending the ladder Were on
the cake.

James' reunion held here

Monday, July 28 thru
Thursday, July 31
7:30-8:30 p.m.

Tr, Our Drike-Thru

a bouquet of fresh
flowers from the garden
of R.B. (Cotton)
Morgan.
Punch, cake, nuts and
mints were served.
The gifts were
displayed on tables for
the guests to view as
they called during the
hours of 2 to 4 p.m.

West family has reunion

Sunday, July 27
6:00-7:30 p.m.

$3.29
French Fries and Choice of Medium Drink

Mr: and Mrs. Glynn their sons. Ricky and
Orr were honored with a Bryan Orr.
•
golden wedding anAnothttr grandson,
niver;sary reception on Guy Wyatt and his wife
Sunday. June 1. at the of Nashville were
Community Center at unable to attend.
Puryear. Tenn.
The guests viewed the
Receiving the guests many gifts and cat&
with the honored couple that were presented to
were their daughter and the couple.
son-in-law, Gela and
The refreshment table
Jack Wyatt and their was covered with a
daughter. Ginger floor-lenth. lace cloth
Wyatt. all of Nashville, with lace swags caught
Tenn.; and their son, the at the corners with
Rev. Glynn M. Orr and white- bows and •gold his wife, Linda, and trim.

FAMILY
BIBLE SCHOOL

Ten delicious, hand-breaded
fried shrimp, with our
natural-cutfrench files, fresh
cole slaw, Southern-style
hush puppies, cocktail sauce
and a lemon wedge.

'Giant Pish-Santhilch

•

1289, Murray; Richard
Smith, Rt. 2, Box 109,
Big Sandy. Tenn.;
Mrs. Tina Fisher. 727
Salem Circle, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Ruby Reid,
Rt. 1, Box 176, Dexter;

"They're back"

Mrs. Keith Crick, the Weatherford.
former Rhonda
The honoree is the
Watkins, was honored at daughter of Mr. and
a tea held at the home of Mrs. Don Watkins, Rt. 2,a
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Murray. Her husband is
Willoughby, Kirksey, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Road. on Sunday, June Billy Joe Criik. also of
22.
Rt. 2, Murray. •
Hostesses were Mrs.
The tea table was
Willoughby. Mayme covered with a yellow
Bryan and Belinda cloth and centered with

Orrs feted on anniversary

1:30, 7:15, 9:10

My Little
Ponyl.

Mrs. Keith Crick honored

UNIVERSITY
CHURCH OF CHRIST

homes of Cordis and
Drucilla James in
Kirksey and at the home
of Joe Pat and Lola
James, Doran Road,
Murray:-- - Those attending were
Mr. and Mrs. Cordis
James of Kirksey; Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Jominy
and children, Aubrey,
Ashley and Brandon,
Casselberry. Fla.; Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph
Paschall. Sullivan, Ill.,
and their daughter.
Joyce Paschall,
Palatine. III.
Also attending 4'ere
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Miles, Mr. and Mrs.
Kyle Covington and
daughter. Alicia, and
son, Sean. Mr.,and Mrs.
Kevin Miles and son,
Christopher. all of
Midland_ Texas; Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Pat James
and son, Ross, of
Murray.
Ross' 21st birthday
was celebrated by the
group on July 20 at the
family home site in •
Kirksey.
Cordis James, speak-Dig- for the group,
pointed out that all the
family members and
their spouses were in attendance for some of the
get togethers

Alf
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Evening courses
scheduled at MSU

Friday.July 25
Saturday. July 26
Sunday. July 27
Gospel singing featur- to 8p.m. "The Unknown
Special concert by
ing The Heritage Scout" will appear at 11
The Spirituals will be at
Singers will start at 7 a.m. and 2 p.m.
2 p.m. at Locust Grove
p.m. at New Jenny
---Church of the Nazarene.
Several courses scheduled from 6 to 9
Ridge Pentecostal
Gourmet Cabaret by
---scheduled by depart- p.m. and carries three
Church. located off Community Theatre
GA/Acteeii Recogniments in the College of semester hours of
Highway 94 East.
will be at 8 p.m. in
tion Service will be at?
Humanistic Studies at credit.
---Playhouse in Murrayp.m. at First Baptist
Murray State UniversiAnyone interested in
Practice round for Calloway County Park. Church.
ty will be offered in the more information about
Murray Country Club For information call
---evenings on the campus the English or
Invitational Golf Tour- 759-1752.
Monday,July 28
during the fall Humanities courses
nament will be at club.
---Calloway County
semester.
may call the DepartNo twilight golf will be
"Sing Out, Ken- Athletic
Boosters will
They include:
ment of English at
held. Friday night social tucky!'' will be
meet at 7 p.m. in library
.0 Mondays.- English 762-2401 or about the Inwill be at club.
presented at 8 p.m. at of Callowa
y County
101. Composition: and a terdisciplinary course
---- . •
Lake Barkley State High School.
section of Humanities may call the likepartGreater Paducah Resort Park.
---201. Humanities in the ment of History at
Area Chapter of Parents
Family Bible School
Modern World.
762-2231.
Without Partners will
Events in Land Bet- will be
at 7 p.m. at
Tuesdays •
Billie Burton, coormeet at 8 p.m. in Irvin ween the Lakes will inUniversity Church of
English 102. Composi- dinator of adult
Cobb ballroom, clude Reed Basket
Christ.
tion and Research; In- outreach in the Center
Paducah.
Workshop from 9 a.m. to
---terdisc
iplinary 101. for Continuing Educa---4 p.m. at Empire Farm;
Goshen United
World Civilization; and tion, said an effort is bePotluck supper will be Iron Industry at 10:30
Methodist Church will
a section of Humanities ing made at Murray
served at 6 p.m. at a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and
start Vacation Bible
201. Humanities. in the State to. schedule more
Kirks-er Urrited Muzzzie loading Rifle
School at 9:30 a.m.
Modern World.
evening courses as an
Methodist Church prior Match at 2 p.m. at The
---•
Wednesdays - accommodation to adult
to revival sevice at 7:30 Homeplace- 1850;
Adult Great Books
Humanities 20-2, or non-traditional
p.m.
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2 Group
will meet at 7
Humanities: The students who have difp.m. at Golden Pond ,p.m.
---at Calloway Public
Perspect
ive of the Past.
Games are scheduled Visitors Center; LBL
Library.
Each of the courses is
(C,ont'd on page It)
at 8 p.m. at Murray Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and
---Moose Lodge. This is for Summer Fishing and
Coldwater Baptist
members only.
Smoking Fish at 2:30
Church will start VacaWe are pleased
---p.m. at Woodlands tion Bible
School at 6:30
to announce that
AA and Al-Anon will Nature Center'.
p.m.
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Sandra Whaley.
------Kevil Center, South 10th
bride-elect of Ken
Gospel singing will be
Murray Country Club
Street Extended. at 7:30 p.m. at New
Rowland
,
has
Ladies' Day Tennis
Mayfield.
Liberty Baptist Church Tournament will start
selected her bed---near Gob.
ding and bath acat 6 p.m.
'Sing Out, Ken---cessories from our
---tucky !'' will be
Sunday,July 27
Ministers of Murray
bridal registry.
presented at 8 p.m. at
Son Celebration will and Calloway County,
Sandra
and Ken
HONORED EMPLOYEE - Naomi Rogers, supervis
Kenlake State Resort present a concert at 7 will
or in the cashier's ofmeet at 7,p.m. at
will be married
fice
at
Park.
Murray
State
University, was honored by friends and co-worke
pin, at Memorial Bap- First United Methodist
rs
August 2.
with a retirement reception Friday. July 18.
---tist Church.
Church.
Mrs. Rogers, wife of James A.
Rogers,
retired
Round and square
after
36 years of service to Murray State. She began
------working
at the university in June 1947 and has served
dancing will be from
Sinking Spring BapTennis program for
under four university
presidents - Dr. Ralph H. Woods, Dr. Harry M.
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn tist Church will have its youth
in Grades 7 and 8
Sparks, Dr.Constantine W.
Grove Roller Rink.
Curris and Dr. Kala M. Stroup. She said her
155th anniversary will begin at 8:30 a.m. at
immediate plans are to relax
---and enjoy herself.
homecoming today.
Calloway County High
759-1400
MSS' photo by Logan Dodd
Twilight golf is
---School. For information
Family Bible School call 759-1484, 753-8682 or
scheduled at 5:30 p.m.
will start at 6 p.m. at 753-3033.
at Oaks Country Club.
University Church of
------Christ.
Saturday,July 26
Transportation ComSPECIAL:
--Gospel-singing will be
• mittee of Paducah Area
Best-sMling country- Made to Love." Lee
Gourmet Cabaret by Development District
at 7 p.m. on parking lot
Hot
or Cold
wrintirn records of the Greenwood
of Grace Baptist Community Theatre will meet at 6:15 p.m. in
Ham
Sandwic
h,
7. "Count on Me." The
will be at .8 p.Tri: Alt PADI) office. U.S. 45_ We-C.1c of July 20 based on
Church.
French Fries &
Cashbox
magazine
na's
Statler
Brothers
Playhouse in Murray
---North, Mayfield.
Medium Drink
tionwide Survey wet's'
N. "Everything That
. Murray Single Con- Calloway County Park.
---released
follows:
as
Glitters
i Is Not Gold,"
nection will meet at 9:30 For, inforrrption call
Cesarean Birth Class
1. "Until I Met You,' Dan Seals
a.m. in parking lot of 759-1752.
will begin at 7 p.m. in
Judy Rodman
9. "Love at the Five
---North Branch of
private dining room of
''Nobod
2.
y
in
His
and
Dime." Kathy
Special Good July 21 26
National Museum of Murra.y-Calloway CounPeoples Bank to go to
Right Mind Would've Mattea
Pirate's Cove for a Boy Scouts of America ty Hospital.
Chestnut St. Murray
753-0045
Left Her." George
10. "Read My Lips."
will be open from 9 a.m.
day's outing. „
---Strait
Marie
Osmond
- to 8 p.m."The Unknown
A-A and Al-Anon Will
---3. '*On.the Other Hand
South Pleasant Grove Scout" will be present at have closed meetings at
- Can't Stop Now.
Homemakers Club will 11,a.m. and 2 p.m.
8 p.m. at First Christian
Randy Travis
have a family get
Church, Benton. For in---4. "Rockin' With the
AA will have a closed formation call 753-0061,
together at 7 p.m. at
Rhythm
of the Rain,"
Golden Corral meeting at- 4 p.m. at 762-3399, 753-17764 or
The .ludds
American Legion 753-7663.
'Restaurant.
5. "You're the Last
Building, South Sixth
------Thing - I Needed
Kentucky DepartAnnual meeting of and Maple Streets. For
Tonight.'' John
Hicks Cemetery will be information call ment for Employment
Schneider
753-0061, 762-3399 or Services
from 8 a.m. to noon.
DES
in
6. "Hearts Aren't
753-7764.
---Made to Break. Thev•re
page 12)
((ont'd
on
Men's Invitational
Men's Invitational
Golf Tournament will
open at Murray Country Golf Tournament will
Club. A dance for all continue at Murray
club members will be Country Club.
---from 8 p.m. to midnight.
A parent meeting for
---PURDOM MOTORS
Independence (Trifled registration of Youth
Methodist Church will Club of First Christian
have a gospel singing Church will be at 7 p.m.
260'
150'
featuring The in church parlor. For inNeighbors Quartet at 7 formation call 759-2359
House
or 753-3824.
PARKING
p.m.
cn
4 Bch
----1986 West Kentucky
Annual homemade ice
270'
Bible Lectures will
begin at Sunny Slope cream supper will be at
100'
Betty Hinton's
4
24'
PARKING
132'
Church of Christ. Rt. 5. 6:30 p.m. in fellowship
hall
of
First United
Old Mayfield Road.
Methodist Church.
75'
Paducah.
- ----Dance with music by
Events in Land BetRowdy will be from 8 ween the Lakes
will inPARKING
p.m. to midnight at clude iron
ANNEX
Industry at
Murray Moose Lodge. 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m.
This is for members at The
Homeplace-1850:
only.
75
53'
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
fit°11
---p.m. at Golden Pond
AA and Ai-Anon 'will Visitor Center;
15TH STREET
Stencilail‘h.
--1.:
*
1
•.1
411/A111
°-111111
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,
meet at 8 p.m. at ing Demonstr
ation at 1
American . Legion p.m.
MURRAY STATE
at F-nviie -Farm;
MURRAY STATE
Building. South Sixth LBL
UNIVERSITY
ADMINISTRATION
Wildlife at 1:30
and Maple Streets.
BUILDING
p.m. and Tackle Those
---Ticks at 2:30 p.m. at
National Museum of Woodla
nds Nature
Boy Scouts of America Center.
will be open from 9 a.m.
--- -

•
•
•

JCPenney

Top record by Rodman

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers

FOR SALE

University Church of Christ Property
Murray, Ky.

FRAMER'S GALLERY

MAIN BUILDING

Opened
Bigger
and Better
Welcome Specials
Just For You

HUGHES AVE

UPFRONT IN DIXIELAND
AT OUR NEW LOCATION

Church relocating to new site at Hwy. 641 and
Hwy. 121 N. Property available summer 1987.

Still Dixieland

0

tiurtU

Bring the family out this Sunday
for our Patriot's Buffet from
11:30 a.m. until 2 p.m. Serving:

CAR OF THE WEEK
1+4 Ni' I i MPIOR

SALES. milow-

81 Buick Park Avenue '6995
Extra shorpl One owner, 54,x x x certified miles p.s., p.b.,
p.w., p. door locks, p.s., Michelin tires quality. luxury,
low price!!!

•

'81 Cutlass Supreme, 2 tone blue, buckets, console, 44,xxx
miles
80 Cutlass Supreme Coupe. V.8, MUST SEE!'
'82 Buick Century, 4 dr., 2 tone tan, NICE!

McNutt Motor Sales, Inc.
Pre ()v. nes1 Car,

Main
759-1839

700

*Turkey & Dressing w/giblet gravy
•Skillet Fried Pork Chops
•Italion Style Vegetables
'Buttered Broccoli
'limo Bean Casserole,
'Crowder Peas
"Corn On Cob
"Tossed Salad w/homemode dressing
*Fresh Fruit Bowl
'Scandinavian Tomato Salad
•Garbonzo/Kidney Bean Salad
*Pickled Beets
*24 Hour Slaw
•Spiced Apple Rings
'Homemade Rolls
•Skawberry Shortcake

1111.30 &faults & $2.50 Children Under 13

Boston Tea Party
rwri Holiday Inn

Diners Club/Cart Blanche
U.S. 1141 South-klurra
753-0910

Main Building is 89x58'6" - has full basement
full main floor
Partial 3rd floor

All Figures Are Approximate

5104 sq. ft.
5104 sq. ft.
1904 sq. ft.
12,112 sq. ft.

(Main floor is designed to support a full 3rd floor which would allow
3 levels for a total of 15,000+ sq. ft.)
Educational Annex Building - 90'x48' - 2floors of
There is paved
parking for 90
automobiles at
present

By deeds a
total area
of 62,750 sq ft
(144 acres)

4200 sq. ft.
4200 sq. ft.
8400 sq. ft.

Main building in good condition; Annex fair; both have heat &-air and .
bathroom facilities, both are accessible by handicapped.

#
-•••••• .
4

Call Guy Spann 753-2587 (Chairman of the Corporation)
or "Inspect the property with your realtor."
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This Week
at
Land Between The Lakes
Please note: Empire Farm. Golden Pond
Visitor •Center, The Homeplace-1850, and
Woodlands Nature Center are open daily, 9 a.m.
- 5 p.m. Woodlands Nature Center open until 10
p.m. on Friday and Saturday, through August.
Planetarium closed Monday and Tuesday.
Monday. July 28 - Sunday, August 3
Iron Industry - The Homeplace-1850. 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Skywalk - Fee $2 & $1. Golden Pond
Planetarium. 11 a.m. & 2 p.m. except Monday
and Tuesday.
LBL Wildlife - Woodlands Nature Center. 1:30
p.m.
Monday,July 28
Birding Basics - Introduction to bird identification and birding techniques as we walk a
0.7-mile trail. Adults $2, children $1. Woodlands
Nature ('enter. 9:30 a.m.
Tuesday,July 29
Wildlife Tour - Search for wildlife during this
1.12-hour drive. Transportation provided.
Preregistration; adults $2, children $1.
Woodlands Nature Center. 8 a.m.
Wednesday,July 30
Quota Application Deadline - Quota deer hunt
applications will not be accepted after 3:30 p.m.,
CDT. No exeptions.
Stream Stroll - Be prepared to wade in
shallow water during this 2-1/2-hour field trip.
Preregistration; adults $2, children $1.
Woodlands Nature Center. 2:30 p.m.
Thursday,July 31
Snake Tales - We'll take a "close" look at
several harmless species found at LBL.
Poisonous snakes will be featured on film.
Woodlands Nature Center. 2:30 p.m.
Friday, August 1
Spinning Demonstration - Spinning thread for

knitting or weaving was still being done in many
areas in 1850. Learnt about this old craft. The
Homeplace-1850. 1 p.m.
Children's Fishing Trip - A 2-hour fishing trip
for ages 6-11, no license required. Preregistration; fee $1. Woodlands Nature Center. 3 p.m.
Night Visual - A 1-1/2-hour van tour to view
wildlife. Transportation provided. Preregistration; adults $2, children $1. Woodlands Nature
Center. 8:30 p.m.

4
ItoOl

.Saturday, August 2 .
Summer Fishing and Smoking Fish - Fishing
techniques and demonstration on how to smoke.
an exotic species. Woodlands Nature Center.
12:30 p.m.
Drying Fruits and Vegetables - Dry fruits and
vegetables using an electric dehydrator or a
homemade dryer. Plans and recipes available.
Empire Farm. 1 p.m.
•
Stream Stroll - Preregistration; fee.
Woodlands Nature Center. 2:30 p.m.
WKAA - View the heavens and talk
telescopes. Golden Pond Visitor Center. 8 p.m. •
Nightime Discovery Walk - a 0.7-mile hike to
hear and see animals active at night.
Preregistration; adults $2, children $1.
Woodlands Nature Center. 8:30 p.m.
Sunday, August 3
Butter Churning - The Homeplace-1850. 2
p.m.
Drying Fruits and Vegetables - Empire
Farm. 2 p.m.
Attracting Wildlife To Your Home - Slide
presentation and lawn tow' includes hummingbird and butterfly gardening. Woodlands
Nature Center. 3 p.m.
To preregister for a program, call (502)924-5602,
ext. 238

‘e

No*.
-11 ,•
•
A

To hone their hunting skills, 1850s.era farmers often competed in target-shooting matches. You can
watch a recreation of one of these matches at The Homeplace-1850, Land Between The Lakes,on July 26
at 2 p.m. Dressed in period costumes, historical interpreters at the Homeplace show visitors what farm
life was like between the Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers in 1850.
TVA photo by Robert Bruck

Fishing Line

Tips given for hot-weather anglers
Kentucky are still well
Bs Norm Minch
For the past several. below normal for this
weeks, dry, hot condi- time of year.
But even though conditions have been keeping
many anglers off the tions are not optimal,
waters
and
large diehard anglers can still
numbers of fish off harvest a catch during
fishing lines throughout this period, if they follow
some general guidelines.
the state.
Although recent rain- s As most anglers are
fall has provided some aware, during excessiverelief, many parts of ly hot periods of the year
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We Install Automotive Glass
And We Also Make
Hydraulic Hoses.
00

753-4563

512 S. 12th
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362-8396
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FURN., FOLK ART, IL KENTUCKY CRAFTS
• ANTIQUES
• REPROD FURN.
• COLLECTIBLES
• WE BUT. SELL, TRADE
-Nye• CALICO GIFTS
Mon-Sat. 10 a.m. $11 3 ji.m.
Aft'', Hours by Appoinlmont

527-3471
103 W 13th

-

many game fish opt for
deeper, cooler waters
and are more active in
early morning.• Mate
afternoon and night.
Some of our deeper
lakes start to stratify and
develop a layer of water
approximately 15-20 feet
deep where oxygen
levels and temperatures
are more comfortable
than the warm surface
water. Finding this layer
and keeping lures at this
depth
may
prove
beneficial in locating fish
during this time of year.
Water clarity should
be taken into consideration when fishing during
daylight hours. Particularly in clear water,
anglers will find more
fish located near some
type of' cover such as
fallen trees, stumps and
ledges where light is less
able to reach the fish.
Slower working baits
may produce better
simply because of the
lessened activity of the
fish, and logically the
longer a lure is in front of
a fish the better the
chance it will be hit.
Tempting them with
smaller baits, especially
in clearer water conditions. may produce more
strikes since the lurking
lunker may not be able to
distinguish a lure as artificial so easily.
Night fishing may offer the best environment
for the angler, even
though maybe not 'the
most convenient. Many
fish, in ultra-low light
conditions, can spot a
lure at night in a clear
lake, and, with less fear
of the angler, may be
more prcine to Strike.
Many species of fish
are feeding more at...night
as well and are not sticking so closely to their
shaded parking place as
during daylight hours.
Knowing the lay-out of
the waters you fish is
also important. Finding
channels, drop-offs,
ledges and sub-surface
cover areas and working
these areas will produce
fish during the midsum frier season.
Investigate
these

areas Yourself, or ask
other fishermen familiar
with these lakes; and
mark these spots in your
mind or on a map for
future reference. Spent
ding' more time where
larger concentrapprrAVf
fish are holding' will be
'more profitable than just
fishing "blind" without a
. plan. Fishing for a variety of
fish, some of which are
more actiVe during a
given period, may also.
be productive for the
angler who would rather
spend time just catching
fish instead of focusing
totally on a single
species.
White
bass
and
bluegill, for example,
are often active while all
the largemouth bass in
the lake seem to have
lockjaw.
For the spare time
fisherman, a
little
thought and effort can
make the difference in
having something to
show for an outing other
than a sunburn.

'A

ii toy of you still fancy a flyrod and a popping
bug. it's tithe to dig them
out. There was a major
mayfly hatch on Kentucky
Lake
from
Jonathan Creek toBlood
iRiver and the bluegill
'tire working them over.
The shoreline was
black Wednesday morning and many species of
panfish *ere taking • advantage of the free meal.
The trees which have
branches hanging out
over the water usually
hold more fish even if the
water is shallow.
Many times you Can
find a good concentration
Of bass feeding in areas
such as this, so try a top,
water stick bait or buzzbait from a long way out.

It you try to get very
close you will spook the
bass and they will leave.
The - hot
muggy
weather has brought the
water temperature up to
88-90 degrees in most
areas and there will be a
continuous' hatch of
mayflies for' sonic, time.
The mayflies attract
the whitebass around the
bridges at night, usually
as theyare corning out Of
the
water.
Gary
Smotherman and a C01.1pie of buddies[might 200
one night last week!.
I am still chasing the
rascals up and down the
main lake trying to stay
in the "jumps," but they
have slowed down their
daytime feeding sprees.
We still manage to

AP - For mountain
telephone companies,
steep hills. narrow
valleys and rough terrain can rule out the use
of trucks to pull weighty
cables from pole to pole.In those areas. said
Cont Mental Telephone
Co. of Ke lucky
engineer John George.
''It's a choice of using
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Tune-Up, Computer Ignition
Carburetor & Fuel Injections Service

110

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.

10 514 S. 12th

Estb. 1956
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753-1750
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MURRAY BAIT CO.
For over 30 years we have provided fishermen with the "freshest- bait
in the Lakes Area
•Weekly wholesale route service
•Bait available 12 months
•L. P. Gas-Ice-Tackle
Open 5 a.m.
21 2 miles 94 E, Murray
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B,). J('rn. Mau )in
ed on and for the first
time ever he caught
some good ones at night.
Pete Bogard won but I
don't know the total
pounds he had.

locate a few along the
river channel from time
to time but my average
has
dropped
considerably. It is down to
1,403 fish in 16 days.
Bill Hodge stopped by
the station and said that
he apt' Lee had been doing very well but they'
were using a different
lure than I. He has been
taking sauger and bass
as well as stripes so
think I'd best get a couple of the killers and
check them out! Let you
know more later! ,
I talked with Aaron
McConnell for a minute
or two and he said he
fished the Murray Bass
Club Night Tournament
last weekend. He also
said the bass really turn-

- A few folks are still
trying to troll for sauger
how4iver most of the activity is in the early morning and late evening
hours.
It's pretty hot during
mid-day and one should
be careful and not
overheat.
•
Dave and Don MauPin
reported doing well on
catfish. They have some I'
sportlines baited and I'm
sure they fish near the
main_ channel. It's that
time of year.
Happy Fishing! -

Mules used to string phone cables

Aniateco 71-emozocv
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753-5693
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men or nudes.
In eastern Kentucky.
mules are often the
choice.
B.C. Hibbilts and his
7-year-old mule_ Toni..
were in a five-man. onemule erew i/lSta Mug
telephone cable for Continental this week in.
Shopville in eastern
'ulask i County. '
Tom has been helping
install telephone cable
tor five years_ "They
can pull as 1111.101 as
eight or 10 men, easy,"
Hibbitts said after using
the nude to stretch a
1,500-pound length of
uable along a line of
poles.
Tom and other mules
were also used recently
to install sophisticated
fiber-optic lines in some
Pu la ski County exchanges. "One of the
Most primitive means of
construction was used to
install the most advanced- communications
technology available,"
said L.W. Darden. Continental vice president
and general'manager
Other mountain
telephone companies
also use mules, an idea
that George said
"probably goes back to
when the first line was
intalled.. We don't use
them as a routine part of
construction, but we
never forget that they
can do the job, and we
get them when we need
them ''

said: -You don't get no
lip from a mule_'•

On the joh at Shopville, rorii i't'.itiilv
obeyed I libbitts• %-oice
commands anti stood
quietly when he wasn't
working. "It makes it a
lot easier for us." said
work crew membe r•
Bobby Howard.

1 _

-

\

And, as Continental
inspector Bill Sears.
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Cure for founder claimed
by Charlie Morris, Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Charlie Morris says
he has a cure for founder, a crippling disease
that afflicts horses, but he's not telling anyone
about it.
Ask him to describe what he does, and Morris
likely will smile and scratch his head through his
worn straw hat, as if he anticipated the question.
"A friend told it to me and I made the promise
that I wouldn't tell it," Morris said. "And I
haven't and I don't aim to."
But Morris' face beams with pride when he
recalls the most notable cases among the 200
horses he has treated.
And his clients — some from as far away as
Tennesssee and Missouri — attest to the
method's success.
"When you go to the vet, they tell you there's
no cure," said Rayburn Brane of Wingo. "But
they're wrong."
Betty Spillman, a Wingo horse breeder,
brought one of her ailing horses to Morris. Since
then the horse has foaled twice and, although admittedly lame and sore at times, has progressed
well, she said.
Morris said he does what he does out of love for
horses, accepting only donations. He even turned
down a $1,000 offer from a veterinarian to
disclose the secret.
"It's not that I don't need the money," he said,
"but! don't want to be made a liar. I'll die before
I tell them."
Experts in veterinary medicine say Morris'
treatment is probably nothing new and attribute
his success to persistance and patience in
treating the disease.
"This is a very difficult disease and we don't
understand it completely," said Dr. James
Rooney of the University of Kentucky department of veterinary science. "So! think that one
has to take any claim for success with a grain of
salt."
Founder, which is caused by a shock to a
horse's circulation system, is the sinking or
rotating of the coffin bone within the horse's
hoof.

The disease, if left undetected, can cripple;
sometimes, the horse must be destroyed.
Horses with the disease are given only a 10 percent chance of cure and a 70 percent chance of
survival, according to American Farriers Journal magazine.
Although Morris and horse experts say there is
nothing they can do to raise the coffin bone,
treatment does exist to restore normal blood
chemistry and flow.
After the inflammation is reduced, corrective
shoeing and hoof trimming can be performed on
the horse to improve its agility.
Although he declined to reveal his method,
Morris did say his treatment involves something
he places under the tongue once daily for 10 days.
He also would not say whether the product is a
drug, but he said it restores the horse's blood
pressure to a normal level.
"I know what it is and I know where it comes
from, but to be truthful, I don't know whether
you would call it a drug," Morris said.
do know this product is poison," he said. "I
would be afraid to give the horse too much. But
I've never made a horse sick and I've never killed one."
During the first day or two of treatment, Morris said, the condition of the horse will worsen.
He attributes that to pain the horse experiences
as circulation begins to be restored in the it's
foot.
"If a horse hasn't gone down, he will," Morris
said. "That's good evidence that the treatment is
starting to work. Usually by the sixth or seventh
day, he's scarcely lame at all. And by the 10th
day, the horse is walking normally."
Local veterinarians do not recommend him,
Morris said.
Rooney said farriers commonly come up with
what they call a cure for the disease.
"One of the commonest things about foundered
horses is people who come up with things they
think 'really work,' "Rooney said. "I get phone
calls every week from farriers who have
magical cures for founder."

Love and grain can transform
wild burro into gentle donkey
FLATWOODS. Ky.
— A little love
( AP
mixed with a bucket of
grain transformed Frito
from a wild burro who
roamed the California
rangelands into a gentle
donkey grazing lush

pastures in Greenup
County.
Now he even consents
to giving a ride to the
three small granddaughters of Dr. Gerald
Reams and his wife,
Karolyn.

For All Your ,I.
•;::
Taxidermy . . .•••
Needs
Wallace's Taxidermy
"Your Satisfaction is Our Satisfaction"

Deer Mount Specialists
Coles Campground Road
Murray
753-6491

"From the time we
brought the jack and the
jenny here to the farm,
they never once tried to
kick or bite — were
never a hastle in any
way." Mrs. Reams said.
"We kept them in a
stall for a month and fed
them grain. They had
never had grain before.
They soon became as
gentle as any other farm
animal."
The jenny had a colt
soon after coming to the
Reamses, and died not
long after that. The colt.
named Burito, has
grown up to be bigger
than Frito.
The Reamses. who
raise American Sadcilebred horses on their
100-acre Rivendell
rarm, adopted the two
burrows last summer
under the U.S. Department of the Interior's
Bureau of Land
Management's Adopt-A.
Horse program.
The animals once
roamed public
rangelands out West,
but were captured and
transported East for
adoption by the bureau
as part of an ongoing
program to help solve
the problem of overpopulation of wild
horses and burros.
The Reamses. who
long have had a love of
horses, adopted the two
animals to make sure
tfiey woutd--tfave a -home
and not wind up being
destroyed.
"It looks like we got
them to look at and to
feed." Reams said.
"But the grandchildren

•Dry Storage In Wet Slip •No Weight on Docks
•For Private or Commercial Docks •A Clean Boat
Conserves Fuel and Retains Value

Home sweet dome
An aluminum airplane hanger for private aircraft was unveiled at Waukegan Regional Airport,
Waukegan, 111. recently by Gammascan Corp., manufacturer of the hanger which is available in
several sizes for private and commercial aviation. The turturistic looking structure features a door
weighing 800 pounds that is opened with one hand and a frame which will withstand llamph winds.

FRANKFORT. Ky.
/AP
— Hot, muggy
weather over tpe July
19-20 weekend kept
fishing activity to a
minimum except early
in the day or late at
night, the Department
of Fish and Wildlife

Ky. Lake Lodge
Restaurant
Hwy. 68 & 80 at Aurora. Ky.
17pren 5 a.m.-9 p.m. 7 Days A Week

DON TR.-%('V
TAXIDERMY
Specializing In All Types Ol Taxidermy Reasonably Priced

$50

.41

Good Old Fasmon Homern -i(!,
Cakes For All Occasions

Resources reported
today.
The lake-by-lake rundown of conditions:
KENTUCKY — No
report available.
BARKLEY —
stable at slimmer pool,
88 degrees.
BARREN — Clear
stable at pool. 90.
NOLAN — Clear.
stable at pool. 89.
ROUGH RIVER
Clear to murky; stable
at pool. 90.
TAYI.ORS;VII.I.E • Murky: Hsi/1'g. 2 feel
above pool. 93
HERRINGTON
Clear. rising slowly. b;
feet below pool. 83.
GREEN RIVER
Clear: stable at po/p1 ‘.
CUMBERLAND
Clear. billing. 15 icet
helow pool. 55
DALE 1101.I.oVI
clear: stable at puol..•••
I At'RPM - No repi !
availablc
CAVE'
L flea t
stable. one -halt tool
above pool. 81
PAINTS\ 11.1.1.:
Clear: /
below pool st
BUCI:.11/ it; _
to muddy . rising slim I \
4.41.;, feet beio‘k pool.
GItAYSoN —
.
stable. I t/4 .1 above pi/ol.

7 Lb. or over $55

Evening end Weekend
Cells Welcome

BOAT AIRLIFT IL DOCK CO.

PAM'S CAKE HUT

Heat keeps fishing
activity at minimum

Includes prime beef steaks, fresh Ky. Lake
catfish, seafoods, plate lunches and
sandwiches.
*Savings up to $2.00 on some items!

Any Boss
Mounted on Panel
With Engraved
Name Plate

'Via a a

NV% SS

Every Day Specials That You
Can't Afford To Miss!

898-2953

Cypress Creek. New Concord, Ky.(502)436-2213

vkit..*A.A.A.ILIE.t.c.A.A.
Keniake anna

love to pet them, so I
guess it's a worthwhile
thing. I haven't tried to
train them to pull a cart.
but I plan to."
Curt Jones, the
bureau's eastern states
director, said more than
1,700 wild horses and
burros have been
adopted by residents of
Kentucky, Ohio and
West Virginia.
"Adopters are always
needed to help us solve
the problem of overpopulation among wild
horses and burros on
public rangelands,"
Jones said
He said the animals
are captured in the West
by cowboys on
horseback and in
helicopters.

Sheila Dr. Ledbetter, Ky.eigrat."2,..

DFA%

. N.,

Weddings Birthdays. Anniversarie
Club Parties. Church Events
Nove,iy Cakes made to Order
We Put P,:de and That Little
Into Our Cakes Because
-e
•_‘ To Be Rerncrt

410 Main St.
11,

"I

to miulti
pool. 8-i

—
-tabl.•

IS a

vit-viaxi,
Pittman Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779
a a "ia aaaaliaaaViali
a a a

NOW OPEN
SMITH'S FARM SUPPLY
Hwy. 564 — 345-2125
'Iwo'Miles Northeast of Farmington

Lime, Fertilizer & Spreading
Building Supplies
Custom Sawing
Chemicals A Complete Line of Feeds
,e.1 and Operated by
Phillip and Ludean Smith

"available
\

437-4455

759-4492

OPEN 7:30 A.M. MON.-SAT.
it

Visa

"SS%

Saaalaaaa.

18.11.

Complete Line of Fisfling

and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covered
Storage,, Laun'thing
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.
M rdin 502 74-2215 01171-2211 Err 171

- Jo..008101~”tallii•aaaraaawartar*aa"aaagara....

""*•"4"'"nwaralerarrie.a- vue.

irt

COACHMEN' ARGOSY

641 Super Shell

CAMP-A-RAMA

R.V. SALES AND SERVICE

(502)527-7807
Hwy 68 - Jct. 641
Draffen iIle, KY
p1.v
61'

•0
,

Your
‘INIIU-Haul Headquarters
Hwy.641South
753-9

•

Mon. Sat. 8 till 5_

We Sell LP Gas
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111•11•11111.11M•110.0.
,
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Delany visits Murray State
By KENT BKOVi'N
said: "...We have been similar budgets and
Sports Editor
in existence for 40 similar sized athletic
Commissioner Jim
years. We have programs, but that
Delany is trying to automatic bids in aren't able to configure out what direcbask et - sistently beat the major
tions the Ohio Valley
ball...baseball...foot- powers, schools with
Conference should go in
ball. We have access to athletic budgets ranging
the near future.
the national champion- from 8-14 million
And he has until Oc- ship route. We have dollars.
tober or November to do great facilities. We have
He said about 80
it.
shared academic mis- schools have athletic
In June, a planning sions. We are approx- budgets in the 8-12
and development com- imately located to each million dollar range and
mittee of conference other. We have, good about 100 have budgets
presidents, chaired by coaching strength.
of less than 11,*2 million.
Murray State ,Universi"...But we have to
On the present state of
ty president Dr. Kala guard against making the OVC. Delany said,
Stroup. asked Delany to believe that we are an "In a way. I feel like I'm
compile a document eight mMioh dollar pro- up int the mountains durcontaining a five-year gram or a 12 million ing a war...1 feel like we
plan for the OVC. He is dollar program, when, aren't taking many
scheduled to present the in fact, we are a two casuataies and that
document to the com- million dollar thingrr are .really on
mittee sometime this program."
target. The train is on
"...We can sneak up the track and on time.fall.
Delany is traveling on someone and upset ' Delany noted the OVC
around the conference them.. and make na- hasn't had the problems
this summer, asking tional news...but day in with drugs that other
coaches, athletic direc- and day out we need to conferences have had,
tors, presidents and understand that unless nor does it have any
other interested persons we are able to raise serious NCAA
what should the OVC's more dollars...through problems.
future hold.
gate receipts, throigti
"...Not to say we don't
He has visited Middle private giving.. We
e have problems. Not to
Tennessee, Tennessee not going to make as say we are perfect."
Tech and. yesterday. many waves as we
Delany said it is imMurray State.
would otherwise."
portant. when
At a noontime proDelany noted there evaluating the OVC.
gram at the Com- are around 100 schools '•...to understand the
monwealth Room of the with budgets similar to contextual framework
Curris Center, Delany the schools in the OVC we are working within.
relayed his optimism (142-3 million dollars
There is a tendency in
about the league's schools that are able to the Southeast to look at
outlook.
compete successfully the SEC model, to look
•'I feel optimistic.'
• he against schools with. at the Big 10 model, to

look at the ACC model
and compare ourselves
with those models...•'
"...The primary
weakness, it seems to
me, in addressing the
problems we (the OVC)
have is, simply stated,
whether the dollars are
generated by giving,
whether by gate
receipts or whether they
are gathered by allocations through the funding process, a student
fee process or whatever,
they aren't sufficient at
this present time to fund
all six Mandated men's sports and all six mandated women's sports at
the level necessary to
compete on the top level
of Division I competition in the NCAA.
"...We need to
recognize our strengths.
We need to recognize
our weaknesses, and
where we fit in."
One way for a conference to increase its
revenue is by increasing
TV coverage. Delany
said "a concept of
frustration" has been
the theme of his dealings with network officials, noting the competition is fierce.
"We can't be
frustra,ted, though."
Delany said. "We have
(Court, on page 9)

Beamer fills final coaching spot
dO.

The Murraf State
'University football
coaching staff is back to
its original numbers
with the naming of Duke
Strager as defensive
ends coach
A native of
Clarksburg, 'W.Va..
Strager entered the
coaching ranks upon
• completion of his
bachelor's degree at
Virginia Tech in 1970. A
three-year letterman
for the Hokies as a

defensive tackle, he was ing elevated -to head
a teammate of Mai coach in 1980.
Frank -Bearrier and
After two seasons as
assistant head coach
Larry Creekmore at head coach at Elizabeth
• Forward, he .accepted'
VPI.
Strager served as a the defensive coorgraduate assistant at dinator's duties at
•VPI during the 1971 Bethel Park High School
season, then became for the 1982 and 1983
assistant coach at St. seasons.
In 1984. he rejoined
Clairsville (Ohio, High
School. In 1977, he mov- the collegiate coaching
ed to Elizabeth Forward ranks, handling the
High School. serving as linebackers and special
assistant football coach teams at Carnegiefor two years before be- Mellon University. Dur.

ing his two years there,
the squad rolled up a
15-3 record, including an
8-0 mark in 1985 and a
trip to the NCAA
playoffs.
"Duke Strager is a
fine addition to our
staff." Beamer said.
"He can coach the wide
tackle six defense with
the expertise of having
played in it under coach
Jerry Claiborne at
Virginia Tech. We're
pleased to have him join
our program."

seV pane by Kest Brows
Ohio Valley Commissioner Jim Delany spoke at a noontime program at Murray State University's Curds Center Thursday. Listening to Delany are, left to right, MSU women's track coach Margaret Simmons, MSU president Dr. Kula Stroup and Bank of Benton president and MSU board of regents member
Frank Nichols.

NCAA struggling with UK probe
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(API - The National
Collegiate Athletic
Association has been
"hamstrung" in its investigation of University of Kentucky basketball because only one
person has confirmed
statements made in a
newspaper article about
the program, the
NCAA's director of enforcement says,
simply may not
ever know the right
answer or the truth of
the matter" about UK,
said David Berst. •
HoweVbr, Berst refused comment Thursday
night on when the investigation - which
already has lasted nine
months - might end.
Some NCAA investigations have lasted two
years or more, he noted.
The UK basketball
program came under
scrutiny last October
after the Herald-Leader
of Lexington reported
that 26 former players

admitted taking cash or
gifts from boosters in
violation of NCAA rules.
The article sparked an
investigation by not only
the NCAA, but UK as
well.
UK announced in
March that it had completed its investigation,
but -refused to say what
it had found.
The NCAA as a matter of policy does not
comment on the status
of its investigations.
And UK spokesmantRay
Hornback said Thursday night that as far as
he knew the university
had heard nothing from
the NCAA to indicate
the investigation was
over.
Berst said the UK investigation has been
"hamstrung" because
the information came
out first in the
newspaper. He said people quoted in newspaper
articles about alleged
NCAA violations often
do not repeat their

Monroe
Matic
Heavy Duty
Shocks

4

Our Lowest Price Ever!!

499

$1

Most American Cars

installed

Monroe...for the best ride ewer.

ut

WEST MAIN CHEVRON
Full Service & Self Service Gas
111110
1417 West Main

r
Our Deals Are S-0-0-0-0 Good
You Might Want To Buy
Twin Cars.

753-2593

NEW UWE lEINI WEll

3-DAY
(
'
SPECIAL

Rena and Tina, the Butler Twins, did. They bought
twin Oldsmobile Cutlasses.

Thursday-Friday-Saturday
(July 24th-26th)

statements to NCAA
investigators.
In the case of UK, he
said. "Only one individual was willing to
say the same thing."
Berst did not name the
individual.
The Herald-Leader
has refused a request
from the NCAA that its
investigators be allowed
to listen to tapes of interviews with former
UK players who told the
-newspaper about the
alleged violations, the
newspaper reported in
its Friday editions.
Berst's comments
came in a telephone interview with the
newspaper from Austin.
Texas, where he appeared at a hearing
before U.S. District
Judge James Nowlin.
Nowlin ruled in May

in a suit by news
organizations that the
NCAA and the
Southwest Conference
are subject to the Texas
Open Records Act. The
news organizations are
trying to obtain records
of investigations of SWC
football programs..
Berst used the UK
situation in testimony
Thursday to illustrate
his contention that news
reports abour.
allefed
violations make it more
difficult for the NCAA to
get the facts. However,
he later admitted that
the UK situation came
to the NCAA's attention
as a result of the October newspaper
article.
After witnesses for
both sides had completed their testimony.
Nowlin recessed court
until Friday.

At tournament in Benton

9-Year-Old All-Stars
defeat Mayfield 7-6
The Murray-Calloway
County Kentucky
League 9-Year-Old AllStars beat Mayfield 7-6
in the Benton Tournament Thursday.
The All-Stars now
play in the championship round against Benton tonight at 6 p.m. If
Murray-Calloway County wins the first game,a
second game between
the two teams will be
played, because Benton
hasn't lost in the double
eliminaton tournament.
Thursday night.
Shane Schroader drove
in the winning run in the
sixth inning with a triple. Schroader also
singled in the game, as
did Robert Weatherly.
Sean Waller was the
winning -pitcher. He
relieved Shane
Raspberry.
Team members include: Wesley Latimer.
Jason Grogan. Ted
Booth. Weatherly,

Schroader, Waller, Rob
Carpenter, Raspberry,
Corey England, Richie
Clendennen. Tyler
Bohannon and Terry
William
The coaches are John
Weatherly, Tommy
Latimer and Stan
Waller.

Boosters
to meet
Monday
The Calloway County
athletic boosters are
meeting Monday, July
28. in the Calloway
County High School
library.
The meeting starts at
7 p.m. All interested
persons are urged to
attend.
Memberships are now
being taken. Family
memberships are $10
and individual memberships are $5.

Twin Savings:
On Markdowns and Interest Rates
This is the time to buy your next car. We're cleaning
our car lot and showroom at unbelievable low prices to
keep from moving these Cadillacs, Buicks, Pontiacs and
Oldsmobiles to our new location on 1 21 Bypass. Plus —
our finance plans can put you behind the wheel of your
dream car with low monthly payments.

Purclom Motors Inc.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
1406 Main

Oldsmobile—Pontiac—Cadillac—Buick
Murray

753-5315

•A $4.34 Value! 126 processing
12 exposure color prints. Limit 2
rolls per customer with this ad

Hurry! Offer Good
For 3 Days Only!

Snap Shot
Photo
1 HOUR
PHOTO DEVELOPING
Olympic Plaza, Murray
759-9347
Open Mon. Sat. 9 ca.m.-• p.m.
MINI OM MN OM
IM
111•11

Choose from 6 different styles and
sizes to buy or lease to own!

;
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Junior
golfers
compete
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Fourty-seven golfers
competed in the Murray
Country Club Junior
Golf Tournament
Thursday.
Philip Bryan fired a 39
in the boys' 14 and up
age division, edging Bill
Fandrich by one stroke
and Craig Schwettman
by three for first place.
Allen Rayburn captured the 12-13 boys'
group, posting a 42.
Christian Crouse shot a
47. Chris Jones had a 49.
Karin Fandrich had
the low score among the
girls, a 52 in the 12-13
age division. Jennifer
Howe, with a 56, and.
Connie Alexander, with
a 62. trailed Fandrich in
the division.
In the 10-11 boys'
grouping, played from
the junior tees. Adam
Grogan turned in a 48
and 'won by four shots
The girls' junior golf winners at the Murray Country Club Thursday
over Toby Latimer and
were, front row, left to right,
Rebecca Miller, Courtney Christopher, Kim Alexander,Stacey Foster
Todd Thomas. Latimer
and Courtney McCoy; back row,
I-r, Sara Fitts, Tory Holton, Connie Steely, Karin Fandrich and Jennifer
beat Thomas in a
Howe.
playoff for second place.
parring the first hole.
Tory Holton's 93 was
the winning round in the
girls' 10-11 division.
Holton and Chas
Villanova won the Most
Improved awards.
Villanova came in
third in the boys' 8-9
division. His six-hole
total of 40 was one shot
behind second-place
finisher Ryan Key and
eight shots behind the
first-place finisher,
Wesley Latimer.
Sara Fitts, with a 61.
had the best six-hole
total in the girls' 8-9
division. Stacey Foster
shot a 69 anog came in second. Courtney McCoy
finished third with a 78.
Drew Holton's threehole total of 17 took top
honors in the boys' 6-7
division. It was three
shots better than Luke
Dyer's 20 and four shots
The boys'junior golf winners were,front row,left to
better than Brad
right, Tony Ryan,Brad
Wilson, Ryan Key, Drew Holton, Mitch Ryan,Luke Dyer
Wilson's 21.
and Neil Key; back
row, 1-r, Chas Villanova, Todd Thomas, Toby
Kim Alexander won
Latimer, Adam Grogan,
Wesley
Latimer, Christian Crouse, Alan Rayburn and Chris
the girls' 6-7 group with
Jones.
a 24 for three holes.
Rebecca Miller earned
second place with a 28.
Courtney Christopher
posted a 37 and finished
The Lakeland Con- Lexington
Miki. Garland, Ed Henthird.
ference All-Stars play
St. Matthews and don, Mark Miller. Chris
In the boys' 4-5 divi- Owensboro at 5 p.m. to- North Central play .at
Padgett. Jay Watson
sion. Mitch Ryan carded day in the first round of 12:30 p.m. Saturday.
and Mark West are joina four and Neil Key had the Kentucky Senior Lexington takes on the ing
players from
an eight in a one-hole Babe Ruth State Cham- winner of the
May-field. Marshall
competition.
pionship at Murray Lakeland-Owensboro
County and Livingston
State's Reagan Field.
game at 3 p.m
County on the team.
Three other teams are
Eight members of the
competing in the double undefeated MurrayM rra y -Ca I loway
elimination tourna- Calloway County team County head coach
ment: St. Matthew's, are All-Stars. Chuck Mark Miller is coaching
North Central and Adams. Greg Futrell, the All-stars.
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BASEBALL STANDINGS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
lad Oressen
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Heaton
57
Nea York
55
(leveland
51
Baltimore
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Toronto
52
410
Milwaukee
14
Wed Onnsion
California
50
Texas
413
Kansas City
45
(13wago
42
Seattle
43
Oakland
40
Minnevot•
32
Thursday s Games
Kansas City 1 lietrod Ii
Baltimore 12, Chirago 6
Texas 7. Cleveland 3
Only games scheduled
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41
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44
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46
49
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
RATTING 121s al hats $ Brooks Montreal
339
Backman Kea York 33.5 CHrown San Francisco
333 1;aynn San Dwgio 41.3 Ityloitra_ New York.
331 Raines Montreal. 331
HUNS-1:wynn San Diego 6.1 Hayes Philadelphia.
50. Raines
Montreal
Murphy, Atlanta 513.
Schmidt. Philadelphia 57
Rill Schmidt Philadelphia 73 l'arker Cincinnati
71 l'arter Nets York 711 sIlbavis Houston RA
Friday's Games
Brooks. Montreal 611
Minnesota o Heaton 39. at Sew York i Nwlsen 21
HITS-Gas-nn San Diego 123 Si,, Leo Angeles 121
in.
Raines Montreal 116 Has.. Houston 114 Parker
Kansas City l•ronard 6 X, at Iletroit 1King 412 , to
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Lakeland All-Stars playing Owensboro

Delany
gives
views

(Coord from page 8)
to just be as good as we
can be.
"The justification of
our existence is twofold.
One, to proved as many
opportunities to men
and women athletes to
participate on as high a
level as possible within
the Division I structure...Athletics at this
level provide the
possibility of bonding
alumni to the school:
the possibility of bonding students to the
school: the possibility of
bonding townspeople to
the school, and in certain instances, providing a competitive opportunity that will provide the institution a
chance to project its
name and reputation,
what it stands
for.. beyond the local
situation, beyond the
regional environs, and
on to the national level."
Delany wants the
document he is compiling for the committee to
''deal with
economics., to deal with
expansion., to deal with
the kind of expansion
that might be acceptable to the league...to
have some suggestions
in regards to
scheduling."
He said the consensus
at Middle Tennessee
and Tennesse Tech was
to stay with thc.QVC's
present politty of only
allowing teams into the
conference which are
- going to field the six
_mandated. _.men:a-asss17.women's sports. He said
the OVC might have to
look at a different policy
In the future
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Pepsico, Kentucky Fried Chicken reach merger agreement
- which operates Pizza Hut and
Taco
restaurants - with
Kentucky Fried Chicken Corp.
would create the world's largest
restaurant
outlets

'r up

with

reached an agreement in principle to acquire Kentucky Fried
Chicken from RJR Nabisco Inc.
for about $850 minion.
The analysts also said they
believed such a merger would
not raise significant antitrust
objections from the
government.
"This doesn't squeeze out the
other chicken palaces of
America:" said Stanley
Fishman. an analyst with the investment firm Fahnestock & Co.
"There are so many chicken
restaurants in America."
Kentucky Fried Chicken is the
world's second largest
restaurant chain with 6.500
outlets, but its $3.5 billion in

But its annual sales of almost
$7 billion still would fall way
behind those of McDonald's
Corp., which totaled $11.01
billion last year.
Industry analysts said they
were not surprised at Pepsico's
announcement Thursday that it

NEW YORE I AP -The planned combination of Pepsico Inc.

14,000

REWARD
Undelivered School Orders
Nationwide Distributors Education Department placed orders in
anticipation of previous year's sales. Due to budget cuts those soles
are undelivered. All heavy duty sewing machines must be sold: All
sewing machines offered are new and the most modern heavy duty
sewing machines ore in new cartons. These heavy duty sewing
machines are mode of metal and sew on all fabrics. Levis, canvas,
upholstery, nylon, stretch vinyl and silk. EVEN SEWS ON LEATHER.
These 1986 sewing machines have open arm for doing pants, cuffs
and sleeves: Nationwide Distributors will be offering your choice
betv:een a new heavy duty White free arm sewing machine or a
Nelco heavy duty free arm sewing machine.These sewing machines
are new with a 25 yr. warranty. Easy to use, just set the dial and
see magic happen. Straight sewing, zig zcig, buttonholes(any size)
invisible blind hem, monogram, satin stitch, elastic•stitch. All this
and more without the need of old fashioned cams or programers.
YOUR PRICE WITH THIS AD ONLY $168. Your choice of a heavy
duty White 9r Nelco. Without this ad $499.
MasterCard, Visa, Choice, Discovery and American Express Accepted. Your checks are welcome. Layaways, phone orders accepted (we pay freight), trade-ins accepted.

ris Cos. for 6246 million in cash
That announcement came after
the Federal Trade Commission
objected on antitrust grounds to
Pepsico's earlier deal to acquire
Seven-Up's domestic and international divisions.
RJR Nabisco's stock rose
$3.12% to close at $52.50 In composite trading Thursday on the

By Abigail
Van Buren

half of all Americans now drink
coffee, compared with threefourths in 1962, a study by the International Coffee Organization
indicates.
Last winter U.S. coffee consumption averaged 1.74 cups a
person daily, compared with
1.83 cups in 1985 and a peak of
3.12 cups in 1962, the study
released Wednesday said.
The proportion of Americans
drinking coffee decreased to 52.4

3 p.m.-7 p.m.
Holiday Inn
S. 12th St. US 641 S.
Murray, Ky.

percent from 54.9 percent the

1962, according to the study.
But. although 'fewer
Americans are drinking coffee,
thos who still favor the
beverage are drinking almost as
many cups a day as in 1985, the
study indicates.

DEAR ABBY: This is from a
sailor aboard the USS Biddle. Last
May you asked your readers to write
to some lonely sailors who were out
at sea for months at a time and
starved for mail. Well, after that
ran, we were swampedrAll the guys
read letters, letters and more letters,
Each drinker on average con- then we swapped with each other
sumed 3.32 cups a day this and read some more! Our youngest
winter, against 3.33 a year correspondent was 8 and the oldest
before. But this was a drop from was 92 with fond memories of World
the 1962 figure of 4.36 cups, the Wars I and II!
coffee group study said.
Believe me, it did more for our
morale than you will ever know. I

p n Doily 9 to 9. Sunday 12 to 6

s

•

•

c SUN., JULY 27 THRU TUES., JULY 29

47.
)11

ornol 6 M1. "Noy vOnt

Save 68% on our Reg. 38' Handy Theme Books 40 sheets of spiral-

bound 10/
1
2x
paper for home,
school or office. Nice savings.
While quantities lost.
Sale Price. 3-prong portfolio with 2 pockets for
storing loose papers.
Choice of colorV`84/2x11".

5$
For

•5 *

DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to !'Call Me Nothing" - whose
daughter-in-law never called her
anything.
Twenty-nine years ago when I
was a bride. I never called my
mother-in-law anything either. Although I loved her very much,I just
couldn't bring myself to call her
"Mother" or "Mom" and I couldn't
address her by her first name.
Then one day she said to me, "I
think it's time you called me
something. You know, even a dog
has a name."
I said, "Yes, I know. May I call
you 'Fido'?"
Having no sense of humor, she
said, "No, you may not - just call
me Marjorie." So I called her
Marjorie.
I have three married children
now, and their spouses all were told
to call me anything they felt
comfortable with. One calls me
"Mom," one calls me "Eleanor,"
and the third one doesn't call me
anything yet. He's only been in the
family since June,so I'll give hirs,a
little more time, and if he doer-in
call me something, I'll suggest
"Fido."
ELEANOR C. IN OMAHA

BACK TO BARGAINS- 3 DAYS ONLY!
,
4006AINIK40.3AVAllen

Whim

C JT

6Pcal
sheet

I

Save
38%

s„spackag_e_

Our 1.58. Pkg. of 6 prs.
nylon knee highs in
choice of basic fashion
shades Fit misses' sizes
8,2-11. Great for wear with
slacks. Terrific value!
INfr ,
Nov rOnr

•
2"

2.97

Save
30%

2.17

Our 4.27. Bdl. 12 washcloths Of cotton terry;
solid colors. 11"x11".

Our 2.68. Presweetened
drink mix in choice of
flavors. Makes 8 qts.

lic.11 M.111111 Silk
0110001CW

88'
Sale Price. Malted milk
balls are tasty treat 13oz. net wt. carton.

2.67
Sale Price. Cashew
halves; 11-0z, net wt
can. Delicious snack!

DEAR ELEANOR: If that
doesn't work, how about if he
whistled?

Save
22%

*5 *

Our 3.77. Pkg. of 3 prs.
men's white crew socks
of comfortable long-wearing cotton/nylon with stayput top. Quality socks fit
men's sizes 10-13.

Limit 2

mt•

Pot,1,,•

88'

50 mato van/

Sale Price. 4-pack of
Delsey bathroom tissue;
330 2-ply sheets per roll

Sale Price. Shave
cream in choice of formulas. 11-oz. net wt.

1.14

Ea
Oven Cleaner
16-oz.• spray
lifts grease,soil.
• Nei re

2
Pkgs.

sivulohon

nn Price

2"••

After • Rebate

Heavy-duty battery
choice. Select 8"M"
cell or 6"C" or "D" cell.
Sold In Soo19ng Goods DEVI

77
Save
30%
Our 3.97. "Accent Plush"
bath towel of cotton/polyester terry in solid colors,
dobby border 24-x46".

Our 1.97, Washcloth* . . 1.27
Our 2.97, Hand Towe1••,1.77

Mid by Del( a

GIFT CERTIFICATES
An olwoyc wel( orne gift that suits
cill needs and satisfies all wisheS,

5 s1O *25
00 U.S. Hi• hwo

•Wt4•• E wcho
,
45
00. roan* COn

EARN K mart
_GIFT CERTIFICATES
WHEN YOU TRAVEL
Details available in store

641 N. Murray. Ky.

some redeeming features to
offset this rather petty practice.

97*

29

2
Gals.

494

Price
Atter
Rebate

Prestone antifreeze/
coolant helps protect
Your radiator 1-gal. size
,••• •- ,od 10 r•sf• s sfipoonon

'USE OUR LAYAWAY
For

buYing ease

WE-

DEAR ABBY: I've 'been going
with a wonderful girl for over three
years. The problem is that when we
go out to dine (two or three times a
week she purpoliely orders more
than she can consume during that
meal with me. She then takes a
"doggie bag"in order to supplement
her meals at a later date when she
is not with me - either at home or
at work.
She is not poor. I feel that she
should order only what she wants to
eat while dining with me. If food
remains, then, of course, she may
take a "doggie bag." I have told her
about my feelings, to no avail.
What can 1 do? I don't want to
lose her.
CHICAGO SCHLEMIEL
FROM SHERIDAN ROAD
DEAR SCHLEMIEL: Don't be
such a schlemiel. If you don't
want to lose her, she must have

Pern*

Our Everyday Low Price.
Motorvator 40 battery;
370 CCA s

\111,111k1 R R SIR! NS

personally feel more positive being
on the front lines of defense for tfie
citizens of the U.S. of A. My chest
sticks out a little farther knowing
how much you folks really care.
I hope those of you who wrote and
don't get an answer will realize how
much we appreciated your letters,
but there were so many thousands
of letters I don't know how we can
answer all of them.
Thank you, Dear Abby, for what
you did. When you get this, the USS
Biddle will have pulled into home
port in Norfolk, Va., and most of us
will already have been united with
our families. We want you to know
we will all serve .a little prouder
knowing how much you Americans
care.
CHRISTOPHER ROMIE,
U.S. NAVY
CHRISTOPHER:
DEAR
Thanks for a great letter. What
a shame that Clark Stephens,
the shipmate who wrote-to me
re9uesting mail, wasn't able to
share in all the excitement. His
father became seriously ill, and
Clark was airlifted off the
Biddle and flown home to help
care for his ailing father.
Thanks to you, Clark, and I'm
praying for your fathei.-

0Sale Price. Filler paper.
200,8x101: sheets in
Choice of narrow or wide
rule. Stock up now'

':,4•441

New York Stock Exchange.Pepsico's stock rose $1.121, to close
at $33.
The Kentucky Fried Chicken
deal is subject to the negotiation
of a definitive agreement,
review by government agencies
and final approval by the boards
of directors of both companies,
Pepsico said.

Number of coffee consumers
down from drinkers in 1962
Lonely Sailors Salute You,
according to recent study
year before and 74.7 percent in But Might Not Write You
LONDON (API - Just over

1-800-221-4652
4 HOURS ONLY
SATURDAY, JULY 26TH
9 a.m. 1 p.m.
Holiday Inn
Hwy. 45 Bypass At St 121
Mayfield, Ky.

sales rank third behind Burger
King Corp. *
The other major players in the
chicken segment are Church's,
Popeye's and Bojangles, as well
as many regional chicken
restaurants. The number of
those restaurants and their sales
were not immediately available.
Pepsico operates 7,500 Pizza
Hut and Taco Bell restaurants
that have sales of about $3.3
billion. The company is also the
nation's No. 2 soft drink maker,
behind Coca-Cola Co.. and
makes Frito-Lay snack foods.
Earlier this month, Pepsico
announced that it had acquired
the international operations of
Seven-Up Co. from Philip Mor-

off,?rdobility

1/5.4

38.88

There is no free lunch (or dinner), so either tolerate it or let
her go, lover, and try to find a
less acquisitive girlfriend.

Sale Price. 42" flush-mount ceiling fan with 3.
speed reversible motor, antique-brass finish, stencilled wooden blades Light adaptable.
sme ond rnt, rr,o, y,

K mod ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE poucv
Ou'In4444100 4 so NW!every OCA.4“414441Alim

•••

LIVE BAIT 2.17 "

OW.
3." 040 411414!*/
!•IFTLIS nOtavcoaot•Jor-_
mor2
,sup
PWCh54141 CIVIP 00 On* unf0,01.0en reason K
equent lot ley mem horwitse one Item
404
,Cn410, On,
CluOnht,
i) sO be puKnOW1 of 55.
o. 44040n0b*
Ego once 55,1PniPv55 ow:viable o. e seP ,'o. 0 Como',"
bt• cruatotv l5 of 0 comocroble 4.(k/C bon pncp

rDeves
-...10110,017

r
el.

-

Large Canadian
lslighttrowelers Nbve
A wobble at on loco!
Kmarts

IF:very teen-ager should know the
truth about sea, drugs and how to be
happy. For Abby's booklet, send_ your
clearTy- printed with
a check or money order for $2.50 and
• teem stamped (39 cents) self-addressed envelope to:•Dear Abby, Teen
Booklet, P.O.. Boa 35023, Hollywood,
Calif. 90038.1

4
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Former bookkeeper testifies in Butcher trial
CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn.(AP) — A former
bookkeeper for
Southern Industrial
Banking Corp. detailed
a series of accounting
manipulations at the
company as the first
week of testimony end-

ed in the federal fraud
trial of C.H. Butcher Jr.
and an associate.
Patricia Smithson,
head bookkeeper from
1978 until March 1983
when the loan and thrift
filed for bankruptcy

protection, said Thurs- Southern Industrial. and they
used Southern Inday she kept two sets of Steiner, 43, preside
nt dustrial as a dumping
books and took orders from 1979 to 1983, were ground
for bad loans
from Butcher's co- "indicted in February
on from banks run by Butdefendant, James E. 11 counts of mail
fraud, cher and his brother,
Steiner.
10 counts of wire fraud bank felon Jake
and five counts of Butcher.
Butcher, 48. chairman securities fraud.
"Mr. Steiner was the
and chief executive of
Prosecutors allege one who gave me my in-

Some U.S. nuclear plants similar to Chernobyl
KNOXVILLE, Tenn
IAP) — Many U.S.
nuclear power plants.
including two owned by
the Tennessee Valley
Authority, have a com-

mon feature with the
Chernobyl reactor that
exploded in the Soviet
Union, says an article
published by a scientists' group.

THE ACES®

BOBBY WOLFF

"The greatest cunning is to have
none at all."
— Carl Sandburg.

South resorted to some low cunning in trying to land today's slam.
Unfortunately for him, East was in
no position to be fooled.
South won dummy's spade king
and immediately led dummy's club
jack, looking like a man ready to
take a finesse. However, the srituation was clear for East. Since East
held both missing honors, he flew
right up with his ace and South's singleton king was snared. Back came
a spade to South's ace and after
drawing trumps, South tried another ruse. He led his diamond queen
for a "Chinese finesse," but this lost
also. West had an easy cover and the
slam went one down.
The slam makes if South chooses
a legitimate line instead of opting
for flimflam. He wins the first
spade with his ace and after drawing trumps, he leads dummy's 19w
club to his king, East's ace winning.
East leads a diamond through
South's vulnerable Q-10-8 and dummy's ace wins. Next, a ruffing finesse is taken against East's club
queen and when this succeeds,South
has two diamond discards on dummy's solid clubs.

Doors blamed
in fire death
at Centre
FRANKFORT. Ky.
API — Two proppedopen stairwell doors
was the major factor in
the death of a Centre
College student during a
fraternity-house fire
last April, according to
state Fire Marshal
Gayle Horn.
The open stairwell
doors on the first and
third floors allowed
smoke to spread from
the living room to the
third-floor room where
Allan J. Durbin, 20, of
Louisville, died of
smoke inhalation.
"The real critical
thing was not closing the
doors." Horn said
Thursday as he released
his office's written
report on the April 19
fire.
Horn said several
other factors contributing to the loss of
life included "the delay
in discovery of the fire.
the delay in notifying
the fire department,and
the openings.".
Art Jester, Centre's
director of college relations, said the college
"is in the process of
responding to the
recommendations in the
report."
The blaze started in
the living room of the
Delta Kappa Epsilon
fraternity, which shares
the building with Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity.. The fire gutted the
living room and caused
smoke damage
throughout the DKE
portion of the building,
where Durbin was
sleeping.

NORTH
7-25-A
•K J 2
K 10 7 5
•A 7
•J 10 9 6
WEST
EAST
4 10 9 8 4
46 5 3
V2
64
• J 96
•5 4 3 2
47 5 4 2
4A Q 8 3
SOUTH
4A Q7
•A Q J 9 8 3
•Q 108
4K
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: North
The bidding:
North East
South
West
1+
Pass
2V
Pass
3
Pass
34
Pass
4•
Pass
4 NT
Pass
5•
Pass
6V
All pass
Opening lead: Spade 10

•

$19 no 49 MI
1149 III 49 WI
142 110 49 1141
$19 nos .1
94 INI 49 MI

GNI

Chernobyl reactor.
TVA's three Browns
Ferry reactors near
Athens, Ala., and its two
unlicensed units at the
Watts Bar plant in Spring City, Tenn., use the
pressure-suppression
design, said Frank
Koontz, a nuclear
engineer for the federal
utility.
"We're interested in
the Chernobyl incident
... in seeing what lessons
need to be learned by
it," Koontz said.

Sunday-Friday
Sunday 11 a.m.
Nightly 7:30 p.m.
Speaker: Ronald Coleman
Arab, Alabama

publicity, is to resume
Monday.
Assistant U S. Attorney Laurens Tullock
told U.S. District Judge
Thomas Higgins that
the government's case
is going much faster
than expected and may
take only two more
weeks to present instead
of four.
In other testimony
Thursday, Frank White.
who was hired by Butcher in 19R1 to handle
real estate purchases
and other matters, said
he was involved in two
companies used by Butcher to get loans.
White, who also served as secretary to
Southern„ Industrial's
board of directors. said
he was a general partner in a real-estate corrf-

pany that
eci by litil
primariI
his son
The it r
assets v..lo •
a nd ti id
enough 11!
t 10I1S

to

%Chili' Said
Ai

fill!'

1100. th.
company '
Souttwrii
1tr5.2 that
to buy
art•titit
oil

Intel,

loans. h.,
"I don:t
WaS

dIP

the
adding th,.IM i0i/ 11 ;I; !
credit r.-pi
the tritfl•it,

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Km!trt
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
.JCPenney
Pen wait
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco .
Time Inc.
.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

BETT
JACK
7

.1
1/4.2
Aar4C
(,5
}GERRALD BOYD'S CAR WASH — OPEN 24 HRS
•Power Sprayers •Vdcuums

*Towels

•Wax

514 S. 12th St. — Conveniently located next to Phillips 66 Service Cente
.c
!
•..,

Copyright. 15541, United Feature Syndicate

STADIUM VIEW SUBDIVISION

Murray Memorial Gardens
Mausoleum Crypts,
Cemetery Lots and Marker S;

Hwy. 641 N.,/
1
2 mile from MSU Stadium

FOR SALE
Commercial & Multi-Family Lots
No. 66 '12,000
67 '12,000
77 '12,000
78 '12,000
79 '12,000
80 '12,000
81 '15,500
82'15,500
83'15,500
84 '15,500
106'36,500

1 slar

Builders and Developers Welcome
Financing Available

•-:

•,
j "IT
•
a••

HOLIDAY PROPERTIES, INC.
r)0717S3 1467

since 1966

436 55:19

••

Sale
on
Coveralls
and
Work Pants
$800
per pair
—or—

$15
Murray

We are offering toe best savings e'er on the c..t:cit,
have left. If you desire above ground bur at a pricy dlqb:
buriar-h-Ow is the time to consider hi\ .ng.'
We are also offering a special ,, )ntv,
nack, lots.
We are also offering a special on markers.
For families who contact us N rum! in y coupon 3r
we--will- provide. i.uforritic-Tri
the COSFc•
at the time of a death.
Cover `liSt,i'keS Ott-'
tion to purchase. We will also providi free wills, one lor husband a'- 1
f••
Called the Family Emergency Guide. Ihfs hoo.\:et -s
removes the roiority of PrO),efils One tih'es at :nic'
of your insurance policies
fill out your death Get
preference, the minister and on the pal! bearers II .s
and veteran's benefits. Also. .ou list your assets and ,ido ,
papers are located. A letter
it states that this VL as d()n,
children. This is good plann
and should be done
You now have the oPportunItv to reailv put your house !n oNlt
\.our family The‘ deserve ha -. n.d as much done as oossib,e

and I

- MAIL THIS COUPON IN TODAY"

for 2 Pairs

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET SHOWROOM
S. 12th St.

• '

"I

Stock Market
Industrial Average
+ 18.14
Previous Close
1791.82
Air Products
34 + 1/a
American Telephone
24 +
Briggs & Stratton
32 +%
Chrysler
37 +11
/
2
CSX Corp
27% -1
/
4
Dean Foods
32 +/
1
2
Dollar Gen. Store
18%B 18%A
Exxon
801/s +1/2
Ford
58% +%
33% .%
G.A.F.
General Motors
711
/
2 +%
GenCorp, Inc.
69/
1
2 +1%
Goodrich
40 +1
/
2
Goodyear
1
2 unc
31/

"EVERYONE WELC@ME"

Sapd bridge questions to The Aces, P.O. Box
12563, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply.

Lot No.28 '2.55 sq. ft.
29 '2.55 sq. ft.
32 '2.55 sq. ft.
36 $2.75 SQ. ft.
40 SOLD
41 SOLD
42 SOLD
43 '36,500
63 '12,000
64 '12,000
65 '12,000

The Browns Ferry
plant uses a pool of
water to condense any
stray radioactive
steam. Ice is used at
Watts Bar as a condenser, he said.
The system is safe
and can accommodate
most accidents that
could occur, Koontz
said.
"The whole containment was designed to
accommodate all the
steam (in the event it
escapes I," he said.

GOSPEL MEETING
Friendship
Church of Christ
July 27 - August 1

BID WITH THE ACES
7 25-B
South holds
•K J 2
V K 10 7 5
•A 7
4 J 10 9 6
North South
1•
1V
24
?
ANSWER: Three no-trump. This
hand is too gbod for an invitational
bid.

Hog market
Federal State Market 9.ett• nert ice
Jul, tI. 1111101
Plentuck, Mrs haw tees ling Markel
Report lot Ind,-.• KII1Init 91.110n•
Receipt. Act 930
1114141 It•rro•••
1.111..lead.'too. shorten!, .tend,
to .30 ismer
219 1.2 221125o 11.!
11111 MI 22 INI
• It 13
$3.3.3%31.30,0
• 119I
411.11.
WIWI *TWO

The Browns Ferry
and unlicensed Watts
Bar nuclear plants have
the same pressuresuppression containment feature as the

structions." said Ms.
Smithson. who added
later that she never met
Butcher.
Among the transactions she cited was one
in August 1979 in which
Southern Industrial sold
about $86.000 worth of
its furniture, 'fixtures
and some land to a
Knoxville leasing firm.
The thrift loaned the
firm $870.000 for the purchase and then leased
the furniture back for
$12,500 a month, she
said. Southern Industrial then transferred the 070,00 promissiiry note to pay off
other debts. Ms.
Smithson said.
The trial, which began
July 14 after it was moved from Knoxville to
Chattanooga,because of

753-2617

I P.s k, I e
I do not
I tin(jci,t
I jdeattl
NAME

I.
I ADDRESS
ctreet

•
01

TELEPHON4 —
Mail Coupon to Murray Memorial Gardens. Rt 2 Bort 37 A 1 Murray
Kv 42071
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Local churches announce plans for weekend services arious churches in
[h., city and county have
r.•leased information
,•oricerning their ser: 'es on Sunday. July
II) the Mu rray
-dger Ai Times as

Church. His sermon
Church School will be
topic will be "The Mis- at 9:45 a.m. and an Ice
sion of the Church'' with Cream supper will be at
scripture from Matthew 6:311 p.m.
2S:16-20.
---Guest soloist at the
First Presbyterian
s:30 service will be LarDr. Ken Wolf will be
ne Clark.
guest speaker at 10 a.m.
- - -The Chancel Choir, service at First
First Methodist
directed by Paul Shahan Presbyterian Church.
-ehe Rev A. Nowell with Bea Farrell as
His sermon topic will be
B!ngliani. minister. will organist, will sing the
"Jesus and the
..peak at S:30 and 10:50 anthem.. "Come Thou
Theologians" with
.1 in services at First Almighty King," at
the scripture from Exodus
liCte d Methodist later service.•
3:13-15 and Matthew
16:13-20.
The Church Choir,
directed by Daniel
Craig and accompanied
_-5--iL.-by Susan Chamberlain.
organist, will sing an
8 OZ.
anthem.
'Includes choice of potato
$
Church School with
tossed salad, & French bread
classes for all ages will
start at 9 a.m.
Thurs Fri & Sat July 24th 26th
---First Baptist
• ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
Dr. Greg Earwood.
pastor, will speak at
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS
10:45 kt.m.- service at
First Baptist Church.
25 'Every Thurs , Fri & Sat Evening
His sermon topic will be
"Bible Believing Baptists" with scripture
from II Timothy 3:10-17.
')06 Coldwater Rd
The Rev. G.T. Moody.
759 1864
associate pastor. and
Roger Burgess. deacon
of the week, will assist.
Wayne Halley.
minister of music, will
direct song service with
Allene Knight as pianist
and Joan Bowker as
organist. The Adult
Choir will sing "We Are
One in Paith.•'
At 7 p.m. a GA-Acteen
Recognition Service will
be conducted.
By James H. Cain
Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m. and Church
Training, GAs, RAs, Acteens and Pioneer RAs
will meet at 6 p.m.
---- is a light for our understanding:
•Al The BibbMartin's Chapel
fiir our self-knoNivledge.
The • Rev. Bill Hart,
. '11
N ii%vp may he had manners but. you
pastor. will speak about
!IIit. It 'S certainly an honest opinion..
"Our--Nation's - Need:
1,eople who yearn for the good old days
Salty Christians" at 9:30
:7 tor granted they still would have indoOr
a.m. service at Martin's
.,:;iribing. electricity. and TV..
Chapel United
good way to forget your troubles is to
4
Methodist Church.
others to forget theirs.'
Church -School will
7, A blessing that is shared is not halved but
follow the worship
,i1b1 ed
service.
fl !Iles:sot are the irritations of life that bring
-- - :rrigat.ions of God.
Good Shepherd
7 Which are !...ou? If we serve God because
"Our Nation's Need:
fear him, we are slave-. If we serve God
Salty Christians" will be
--cause N.ve feel. that we ought to. we are serthe sermon topic of the
...,r_ts But if we serve God becauSe we love, we
Rev. Bill Hart, pastor,
.
ins,;1
and daughters.
I'
at 11 a.m. service at

u.
M - M E•R
,,
S

450

RIBEYE

4
Homeplace Family Restaurant

FROM THE
PLATTER
_ PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK

M
O
R
E
SATISFACTION!
WE'VE GOT THE BEST FOR YOUR TOYOTA:

Good Shepherd United
Bobby Manning will
Methodist Church.
direct the music with
The 6 p.m. service will Marge West as pianist
be led by Jim Sheeks. and Jennifer Culp as
Church School will start organist.
Sunday School will
at 10 a.m. and United
Methodist Youth start at 10 a.m.
Vacation Bible School
Fellowihip will meet at
7 p.m.
will start Monday at
6:30 p.m. with classes
---for all ages including
I'niversity Church
Robin Wadley, adults.
---minister, will speak
Lake land Apostolic
about "Is It Nothing to
In the 10 a.m.
You'?" with scripture
from Lamentations 1:12 preaching/teaching serat 8:30'and 10:50 a.m. vice at Lake-Land
services at University Apostolic Church. the
pastor, the Rev. James
Church of Christ.
Directing the song H. Cain, will present the
service will be Ernie fourth in a series of
Bailey. Leroy Eldridge lessons from John 14:30
will make the on "The Prince of this
announcements.
world cometh. and hath
Also assisting will be nothing in me."
Jim Feltner, George
Dan Walker will teach
Gallagher. Max the first in a series stuCleaver, Jim Lawson, dying the lives of the
Tommy Harding, Mack Kings of Israel from the
Harris. Todd Lawson, Old Testament books of
Chad Lawson. Vernon Kings and Chronicles at
Gantt. George Wilson, 6 p.m. Bible Study.
The Rev. Samuel
Webb Caldwell, Barry
Johnson, Michael Spears of Trenton,
Caldwell, Gene Tenn., will be the guest
Rickman, Mike Jones, speaker at 7 p.m.
Gary Darnell and Barry evangelistic service.
Rev. Spears, his wife
Grogan.
Family Bible School and daughters will prowill begin at 6 p.m. Sun- vide special music.
day. Other sessions will
--Westside Baptist
be at 7 p.m., Monday
The Rev. Jim Owens
through Thursday. Bible classes will be at will be the guest
speaker at 10:50 a.m.
9:45 a.m. Sunday.
and 6 p.m. services at
---Westside Baptist
First Christian
Dr. David Roos, Church.. His morning
pastor, will speak about topic will be "The Way
"Deception for Decep- to Assure Yourself That
tion" at 10 a.m. service God Will Meet Your
at First Christian Needs" and the evening
Church (Disciples of topic will be "The
Christ).
Secret Dynamic That
Guest soloist will be Makes Life Work."
Tommy Scott will
Margery Shown. Billie
Burton will be worship direct the music with
leader with 'Annie For- Patsy Neale as organist
rester and - Leigh and Susie Scott
Stiekler-as acolytes.
pianist.
The Church Choir will'
Also assisting will be
Mike Holton, Johnny sing. "In This Church"
Reagan and Max Miller. and Ray and Scott ConSunday School will be klin will sing "Jest'. Joy
of Men's Desiring" at
at 9 a.m.
the morning service.
---Coldwater Baptist
Sunday School will
The Rev. George start at 10 a.m.
Culp, pastor, will speak
---at 11 a.m. service at ColLynn Grove
dwater Baptist Church.
The Rev. Calvin
His sermon topic will be Clark, pastor. will speak
"A Day of Preaching at 9:45 a.m. service at
Continued" with scrip- Lynn Grove United
ture from Matthew Methodist Church.
22:41-45.
Judy Kelso will be
A film strip. "Jesus I organist and Faynell
Love You." will be Kelso will be -pianist.
shown at the 6 p.m.
Sunday School will
service.
start at 10:45 a.m.

GERALD E. KAKASCIK,
M.D., P.S.C.
Diplomat American Board of Plastic Surgery
announces

The Opening Of His
Office Surgery Suite
at

657 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, Kentucky
for
Eyelid Surgery
Face-Lift
Skin Tumors (moles;
Hand Surgery
Hair Transplant
Spider Veins
Collagen Implant
Nasal Surgery
Breast Lift

GENUINE TONOTA

AIR FILTER
$4.35

Augmentation
Mammoplasty
(Breast Enlargement)

Scar Revisions
Face Peel
Face Sanding
Ear Correction
Chin Surgery
Suction Lipectomy

a

Multi-stage filtering elemebt

F NUJ NE TOYOTA

BATTERIES
$29.95
1- rum

•Higher reserve
capacity than
ever before
•Increased
cranking
performance for
dependable
starts in cold
weather

HATCHER
TOYOTA
515 South 12th St.
Murray. KY 42071
(502) 753-4961

TOYOTA
GENUINE PARTS

WE'VE
YOU!
- GOTM
a FORORE

TOYOTA
PARTS AND SERVICE

"WHAT IS TRUTH?"
This is the question that Pilate put before
Jesus Christ before He was crucified on
the cross in John 18:38
"I AM THE TRUTH"
These are the words of Jesus our Lord
and Savior in John 14:6. In that same
verse Jesus said', "No man cometh to the
Father, But by me."
"THE TRUTH SHALL MAKE YOU FREE"
• These are the words of Jesus in John 8:32.
Jesus and the Truth are One and the same
and, "If the Son therefore shall make you free,
ye shall be free indeed." John 8:36:
Come and let us share Jesus Christ and
Truth according to the Word of God with you
in the services at the
MURRAY BAPTIST MISSION
401 A MAPLE STREET BOX 1256
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Bible Study Sunday Afternoon. .2:00 pm
Preaching Service
2.45 P.M.
Thursday Evening
7.00 P.M.
PASTOR, PAR VIN HALL
For more information call. . . .753-3591
1-642-2302
OR
INDEPENDENT—BIBLE CENTERED—MISSIONARY

ror

Events

Evemng...

Call For Appointment
(502) 442-0158

DOuble-stage tittering element with
anti-drainback valve

Prayer service will be
Church School with the week.
at 7 p.m. Wednesday.
Eugene Rudolph as
The Sanctuary Choir,
---superintendent will directed by Milton
Poplar Spring
start at 10 a.m.
Gresham, minister of
The Rev. Chester P.
At 6 p.m. the Rev. music', will sing
Culver, pastor, will Calvin Clark will be ''Revive Us Again" and
speak about "The Ser- speaker at revival ser- "If My People" at the
mon on The Mount." vice. Services will be at morning hour.
Part 3 of 6. at 11 a.m. 7:30 p.m., Monday Margaret Wilkins and
service at Poplar Spring through Friday.
Brenda Hart will be
Baptist Church.
accompanists.
---Dan Hargrave will
Son Celebration will
South Pleasant
direct the music with
The Rev. Bob Dotson, present a concert at 7
Hazel Brandon as pastor, will speak about p.m.
organist and Carol Kelly "Phillip. the
Sunday School will
as pianist.
Evangelist" with scrip- start at 9:40 a.m. and
At 7:30 p.m. service ture from Acts 8:26-35 at Church Training at 6
Dan and Jil Hargrave 10:45 a.m. service at P-Inwill present a concert South Pleasant Grove
---with songs to include United Methodist
Hazel Baptist
church favorites. This Church.
The Rev. James T.
will conclude the
Truman Whitfield will Garland, pastor, will
Hargraves' ministry at direct the music with speak at 11 a.m. and
the church as the couple Kathy Erwin as 6:30 p.m.. services at
has accepted teaching organist and Tommy Hazel Baptist Church.
positions in Florida.
Gaines as pianist. EmiGene Orr Miller will
At 6 p.m. a going ly Mahan and Mandy direct the music with
away potluck supper Waldrop will be candle Oneida White as pianist
will be held in honor of lighters.
and .Gwyn Key as
the Hargraves. He has
Also assisting will be organist.
been minister of music Kenny Erwin. Ronnie
Sunday School with
for the church since Jackson, Roger Kim- Jackie Wilson as direcJan. 31. 1982.
bro. Daryl Rogers, Mr. tor will start at 9:45
Sunday School with and Mrs. Steve Gordon. a.m. and Church TrainMarty Futrell as direc- Nancy Oveby and Hope ing with Gary
tor will start at 10 a.m. Futrell.
Raspberry as director
Sunday School will will start at 5:30 p.m.
---Goshen Methodist
start at 9:45 a.m. No
---Goshen United evening service will be
Episcopal
Methodist Church will held.
Holy Eucharist serhear the pastor, the
vice will be at 9 a.m. at
---Rev. Calvin Clark,
St. John's Episcopal
Grace Baptist
speak at 11 a.m. worship
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, Church.
service. He will be pastor, will speak at
-- - assisted by Randy 10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
.Seventh and Poplar
Wilson, lay assistant.
services at .Grace BapDr. Adron Doran of
Ronnie Hutson will tist Church.
Morehead will speak at
give the children's devoLeland Peeler will 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. and
tion. Pat Brunn and direct the music with 6 p.m. services at
Suzanne Coleman will Dwane Jones as Seventh and Poplar
be the accompanists for organist and Anita Church of Christ.
the song service.
Smith as pianist. Joyce
Assisting will be Jerry
Sunday School will Underhill will sing a Bolls, Ray Karraker,
begin at 10 a.m. Bible solo at the morning Kevin Garner. Jerry
School will begin -at 9:30 hour.
Ainley. Brad Caner.
a.m. Monday.
Sunday School with Joel Fisher. Kelly
J a m es Rose as Crouse, Paul Ragsdale,
--- 'Russell Chapel
superintendent. Regina Chuck Adams. Jack
Worship .service at _Peeler as organist and Rose. Hon Ros J
Russell Chapel United Susan Jones -as- pianist tionannon, Timothy
Methodist Church will will start at 9:45 a.m.
Weatherford. Danny
be at 9:45 a.m. It will be
Dodson, Max Walker,
conducted by the Rev.
Memorial Baptist
Jerry. Fulton. Larry
Marvin L. Napier.
Dr. William S. Bates. Pea. Gerald Coles. Lonpastor.
interim pastor. will nie Furr and Glen B.
Church School will speak at 10:50 a.m. ser- Gibbs.
follow at 10:45 a.m.
vice at Memorial BapBible classes will
tist Church. Reggie Key start at 9:50 a.m.
---Palestine
- will serve as deacon of
---The Rev. Marvin L.
Napier. pastor, will
speak about "What Is
••• (Cont'd from page 5)
The Price?" with scripMonday,July 28
Monday.July 28
ture from II Chronicles
cooperatio
n
with
Altona
PurBaptist Church.
7:14-16 and Luke 9:23-26
---at 11 a.m. service at chase Area Development District PAD!))
Betty Sledd Group of
Palestine United
and Murray State First Baptist Church
Methodist Church.
University will sponsor Women will meet at 7
a Dislocated Worker p.m. with Carolyn
and Older Worker Job Marcum.
Fair and Workshop
---from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in
Calloway County
Stewart Stadium. MSt 1 .
Democratic Executive
Committee will meet
— — —"Sing Out, Ken- with precinct chairpertucky!" will be per- sons at 7 p.m. in Miller
formed at 8 p.m. at Ken- Courthouse Annex. For
tucky Dam State Park.
information call 753-9572
or 753-4528.
---Parents Anonymous
---will meet at 6 p.m. For
Events in Land Betinformation call 762-6862 ween the Lakes will inor 762-6851.
clude Birding Basics at
---9:30 a.m. and LBL
Hazel and Douglas Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. at
Centers will be open Woodlands Nature
THE REV. RICK
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Center: Iron Industry at
CUNNINGHAM will be for activities
by senior 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
the speaker at annual
citizens.
at The Homeplace-1850;
summer revival of
---Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
Sugar Creek Baptist
WMU of Blood River p.m. at Golden Pond
Church. Services will he
Baptist Association will Visitor Center.
at 7:30 p.m: nightly.
meet at 10 a.m. at
- - -from Monday. July 28.
•
through Saturday. Aug.
2. The speaker is pastor
(Cont'd from page 5)
of Hardin Baptist ficulty
attending Counseling and
Testing
Church. Special music regular daytime
Center at 762-6851 and
has been planned for classes.
request an appointment
each service, according
Adult students who with a counselor.
_
Jto Jack Miller, church wtsh tor-leal ri
about ad-Lag. registration for
music director. Cyndy m issions procedure
s,
Carrot is church pianist. placement examina- the fall semester is
Thursday and Friday.
The public is invited to tions, credit by
ex- Aug. 21 and 22. in the
attend, according to the amination,
refresher Curris Center. Classes
Rev. Gerald S. Owen. courses and college
sur- will begin Monday. Aug.
pastor.
vival skills may call the 25.

STODGHILL-KOLB P.S.C.
WILLIAM J. STODGHILL, M.D.
AND
FRANK J. KOLB, III, M.D.

of
STEPHEN H. JACKSON, M.D.
Are Pleased To Announce The Association

For The Practice Of

ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY
At

POST OFFICE BOX 7745
619- NORTH 30TH STREET
PADUCAH., KENTLtKY 42002-7745
OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE (502)442-9461
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Prosecutor: Whitworth release is unlikely for 35 years

SAN FRANCISCO
(AP) - Former Navy
radioman Jerry Whitworth is likely to spend
at least 35 years in
prison for his conviction

as "the most significant
player" in John
Walker's Soviet-run spy
ring, a prosecutor says.
Whitworth sat expressionlessly Thursday as a

U.S. District Court jury
convicted him of seven
espionage -related
charges in what
authorities have said
was the worst breach of

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR SATURDAY,JULY 26, 1986
ARIES
LIBRA
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Sept 23 to Oct22)
You could stir up some trouble if
It's a good time to fulfill a social
you press too hard about business
obligation. Signals given in romance
concerns. A child's affairs require
may not be clear. Try to minimize
attention. Enjoy familiar pleasures.
tension at home base.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
.0•SCORPIO
Travel complications could arise
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Cie
now. Right now home life affords
Long-range career planning is
favored, but there may be too many
greater contentment than unfamiliar
environs. Attend to domestic interinterruptions to get much routine
work done.
ests.
SAGITTARIUS
GEMINI
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
(May 21 to June 20)
Arguments could arise about
There could be some tension with
money today. Do not mix business
friends today. However, you can
and pleasure. Pleasure pursuits with
count on the support of a close tie.
close ties are your best bet.
Opt for one-to-one relationships.
CAPRICORN
CANCER
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
(June 21 to July 22)
Try not to be domineering with a
You're better off applying yourself
family tie. Home life is accented, but
to the work that has to be done than
do your part to get along with others.
fretting about status and recognition.
Watch judgment regarding financial
Take pride in what you do.
interests.
LEO
AQUARRJS
(July 23 to Aug.22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Be sure you are giving a loved one
If you're too much in a rush today,
the attention he or she deserves.
you're more prone to make a mistake.
Avoid disputes over ethics and proAvoid snap judgments. You'll enjoy
tect health from excessive selfthe company of old friends tonight.
indulgence.
PISCES
VIRGO
)48/0
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
idiot
There's a tendency to argue where
A romantic interest could be giving
money is concerned. A friend may be
you the run-around now. Doing
things around the house will give you
helpful to you in business. Career
a sense of accomplishment.
interests are most important.

U.S. military secrets
since World War II.
"I am pleased with
the verdict handed down
today," Navy Secretary'
John F. Lehman Jr
said. "His treason did
grievous harm to this
nation. Fortunately for
this country, it did not
happen during a global
war."
Lehman has said it
will take years and
perhaps $100 million to
repair the damage done
by the Walker family
spy ring.
Jurors who
deliberated 52 hours
over 10 days found Whit-

worth guilty of selling
vital code and communications secrets for
$332,000 to the spy ring
run by Walker, his
longtime friend. He also
was convicted of four
counts of evading taxes
and one of conspiring
with Walker to hide the
money from the government by using cash and
cashier's checks.
The jury deadlocked
on an eighth espionage.
related charge, of stealing and copying a secret
document found at Whitworth's home, a minor
portion of a Navy contingency plan for the

TIE FAR SIDI

By GARY LARSON

Mideast. The defense
said Whitworth accidentally took the document
home and never intended to give it to Walker.
Whitworth, 46. of
Davis, was the last
member of the Walker
spy ring to be tried.
Navy officials said the
ring gave the Soviets invaluable information on
codes, decoding equipment and satellite
communications.
U.S. District Judge
John Vukasin scheduled
sentencing Aug. 28. The

espionage and conspiracy charges are
punishable by up to life
in prison. The tax
charges carry a total
maximum penalty of 17
years.
A person sentenced to
life is eligible for parole
in 10 years, but
S. Attorney Joseph

CLASSIFIEDS

Baby sitter,
19, crushed

LAKE ORION, Mich.
AP ) - A 19-year-old
baby sitter was crushed
to death when she tried
to stop a van with three
children inside from
rolling into a lake,
police said.
Rachel Snyder. of
Orion Township,
momentarily left the
children in the van, and
when she returned, she
saw it rolling toward
Lake Orion, said Police
Chief James Leach.
"She was baby-sitting
while the children's
father visited his wife in
the hospital," Leach
said. "She apparently
ran into the house for a
second to get a stroller
and saw the van moving
toward the lake when
she returned."
Leach said the
"Another nutcracker? Well, this Is my lucky dayl"
children, ages 1, 2, and 4
months, were unharmed
in Wedueday's accident
STATE
035
(346)
/
PUBLICATION COPY - COMMERCIAL BANK
•
• in this town just north of
CONSOLIDATED. REPORT OF CONDITION.(Including Domestic and Foreign Subsidiari
es)
Pontiac.

fk

LEGAL TITLE OF BANK
Dees Bank of Hazel

CITY

STATE BANK NO
671
FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NO

COUNTY
Calloway

Hazel

STATE
Kentucky

8
ZIP CODE
CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE
42049
June 30, 1986
•
Dollar Amounts in Thousands Bil
Mil Thou

ASSETS
1 Cash and balances due from depository institutions
a Noninterest
- bearing balances and currency and win,
_
556 14
b Interest - bearing balances
nonE lb
2 Securities
033 2
3 Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell in domestic offices of the bent
and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and in IBFs
T10TlE 3
4 Loans and lease financing receivables
a Loans and leases, net of unearned income
4a
3 132
b LESS Allowance for loan and lease losses
y A 4b
c LESS Allocated transfer risk reserve
4c
d Loans and leases, net of unearned income.
allowance, and reserve (item 4 a minus 4 b and 4 c)
3 065 4d
5 Assets held in trading accounts
nonE 5
6 Premises and fixed assets (including capitalized leases)
74 6
7 Other real estate owned
non( 7
8 Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associated companies
non( 8
9 Customers' liability to this bank on acceptances outstanding
nonE 9
10 Intangible assets
nonE 10
11 Other assets
414 11
12 Total assets (sum of items 1 through 11)
7
20 142 12
LIABILITIES
13 Deposits
a In domestic offices
17 303 13 a
(1) Noninteresting - bearing
13 a(1)
1 199
(2) Interest - bearing
1 3 a (21
16 104
b In foreign offices. Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and IBFs
non(' 13 b
(1) Noninterest - bearing
b 1)
none,/
(2) Interest - bearing
13
b
(21
I•
14 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreement to repurchase in domestic offices of the
bank and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and in IBFs
nonE 14
15 Demand notes issued to the U S Treasury
nonE 15
16 Other borrowed money
nonE 16
17 Mortgage indebtedness and obligations under capitalized leases
nonc 17
18 Bank's liability on acceptances executed and outstanding
nonE 18
'19 Notes and debentures subordinated to deposits
non 19
20 Other liabshlres
256 20
21 Total liabilities (sum of items 13 through 20)
17 559 21
22 Limited - life preferred stock
noric 22
EQUITY CAPITAL
23 Perpetual preferred stock,(No of shares outstanding
none
24 Common stock (No of shares a Authorized
3,000

ggriv,

--= —

Russoniello said Whitworth had no realistic
chance of parole for at
least 35 years. He said
the case was "the most
serious espionage case
brought in the United
States since World War
II" and Whitworth was
"by far the most signal,:
cant player."

NASA says
delay to give
more time for
evaluation
CAPE CANAVERAL.
Fla. API - NASA says
the launch of an AtlasCentaur rocket carrying
a Navy communications
satellite will be delayed
from Aug. 28 to Nov. 6 to
give technicians more
time to evaluate its electrical systems.
A review of the
avionics and instrumentation packages of the
Atlas and Centaur
stages is under way to
assure each is acceptable, an agency statement said Wednesday.
The delay is
necessary because
some of the rocket's
electrical components
came from a lot with a
high failure rate, said
agency official
Lawrence Ross.

Legal

1

1

Leg

Civil Action File No. 88-CI-094
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky Calloway
Circuit Court. Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky
versus Teddy G. Futrell. ET AL
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgmeut and Order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
June 13th Term thereof, 1986, in the above
cause, and its costs therein, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Court House Door in the
City of Murray. Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 28th day of July.
1986, at 1:00 O'clock P.M. or thereabout, for
cash, the following described property, to-wit:
TRACT I: Lots 3 and 8 in Oakwood Terrace
Subdivision as recorded in Plat Book 4, page
39 in the Calloway County Court Clerk's
Office.
Defendants Futrell obtained title to Tract
I by deed of conveyance from Tommy Miller,
a single person, dated the 12th day of August.
1983, and of record on Microfilm in Book 164.
Card 2178, in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.
TRACT II: A 25.741 acre tract of land as
surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services of
Murray, KY in July, 1984, located approx
imately four (41 miles West of the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, on Highway
783 in Section 24, Township 2. Range 3 East
and being more particularly described as
follows:
Beginning at the Northeast.corrier of the
herein tract of land and the Southeast corner
of the C.D. Vinson, Jr., property - Deed Book
163, Card 959, said point being a #4 Re-bar set
30.00 feet west of the center line of Hwy. 783
and 0.5 + • miles South of the centerline of
Hwy. 121; thence South 2 deg. 02' 42" West
121.93 feet with the West side of Hwy. 783 to
a #4 Re-bar set at the Northeast corner of
Tract 2 surveyed this date; thence North 87
deg. 57' 18" West 271.00 feet with the North
boundary of Tract 2 surveyed this date to a
#4 Re-bar set at the Northwest corner of Tract
2; thence South 2 deg. 02' 42" West 617.94 feet
with the Tract 2 West boundary line and the
Leo Macha West property line, Deed Book 139,
Card 482, passing thru a #4 Re-Bar set at 457 44
feet to a #4 Re-Bar set at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land and
the Northwest corner of the Earl Futrell property. Deed Book 141. Card 190; thence North
82 Deg. 45' 03" West 1484.50 feet generally
along a fence and with the Earl Futrell North
property line, Deed Book 154. Card 412 to a #4
Re-bar set in a fence line. 604.25 feet North of
an existing iron stake; thence North 2 deg. 30'
04" East 714.61 feet generally along a fence
and with the James B. Edwards East property line, Deed Book 149. Card 402, to a #4 Rebar set at the Northwest corner of the herein
described tract of land; thence South 84 deg
21' 58" East 1747.12 feet generally along a
fence to the point of beginning.
Defendants Futrell obtained title to this property by deed from Thomas R. Armstrong. et
ux. dated the 5th day of November. 1984, and
of record on Microfilm in Book 166, Card 1161
in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.
For the purchase price, the purchaser niust
pay cash. Bidder will be prepared to comply
promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan.
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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b Outstanding
3.000
24
_
25 Surplus
1 470 25
26 Undivided profits and capital reserves
1 083 26
27 Cumulative foreign currency translation adjustments
/
.P
28 Total equity capital (sum of items 23 through 27)
2 583 28
29 Total liabilities, limited - life preferred stock, and equity capital (sum of items 21. 22, and 28)
20 142 29
MEMORANDA Amounts outstanding as of Report Dale
MEMO
I a Standby letters of credit. Total
la
204
1 b Amount of Standby letters of credit in memo 1 a conveyed to others through participations
pone lb
NOTE This report must be signed by an authorized officerisl and attested by not less than three directors other than the ofticerts1 Signing the report
I ,We, the undersigned officer(s), do hereby declare that this Report of Condition has been prepared in conformance with official instruc
tions and is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
SIGNATURE OF OF

R(S) A

)
6'll
NAME AND TITL OF OFF k

SIGN)REPORT
S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT

DATE SIGNED
July 23, 1986

2

1
11

b Pt tU
J r-' A I J
MIR R 0 R
S E-AS-0- N
AO
ROASTED
PE
I
IIII TER
SPA
NUTS
DO-E
SLED
L E TS
alaITER
R E gm S -0'E
SNARED
LOPE
BUAM
A I L
DEME
ELL
TIMED
RAT
'AD [MINDERS
TO
TOUULS
ROTTEN
,SMALL
PAIRS

ca E

lightly
2 Indium
symbol
3 Mature
4 Fixed period
of time
5 Come on the

DOWN
1 Washes
4

3

II

ill 7

,

12

14

II••i
hi WI II
ill

24

8

. eimd
Ell

SS

86

II

hil

11

9

scene
6 Doctrines
7 Goals
8 Classifies
9 Yes. in Spain
10 Smoothed
11 Rent
13 Wipe out
10
16 - - carte
19 Colonized
21 Prophetess
111 23 Eva - Sarrrt
25 Frighten
17
27 Sn is its
symbol
29 Greek letter
32 Make secure
33 Pieces Of
dinnerware
3)1 Handles
35 Sings
36 Seamen
37 Stage extra
colloq.
40 Yearly. abbr
43 Real estate
merit
44 Jump
47 Through
48 Expire
51 River in Italy
53 Note of scale

llUl

AREA CODE PHONE NO

uo y
c.111,3),:my
State, of
County of
(MAKE MARK FOR
23rd
Sworn to and subscribed befor•
. me this
July
79
day of
NOTARY'S SEAL)
and I hofteby certify that I am not an officer or diror of this bank
Sept. 19
My commission expires
19
Zoe
Signature Notary Public

411•4.0.(e,fa

31 Sailor
32 Surgical
appliance.
35 Tender
embrace
38 Toward
shelter
39 Cheer
41 Brother of
Jacob
42 Novelty
43 Pertaining to
punishment
45 Drink slowly
46 Latin
conjunction
47 Schemed
49 French article
50 Iterate
52 Clothesmaker
54 Classifies
55 Lance

1 Lasso
6 Plague
11 Procrastinate
12 Salad
ingredient
14 Printer's
measure
15 Commissions
17 Sound of
hesitation
18 Beast of
burden
20 Distance
measures
21 Nahoor
sheep
22 Appear
24 Large tub
25 Observes
26 Landed
property
28 Withdraw
from a
federation
30 Prefix for
three

22

Bobb J. Latimer. Presideat/ Cashier
'502) 492-8136
We.the undersigned directors, attest the correctness of this Report of Condition and declare that it has been examined by us and to the
best of our knowledge and belief -has-been p epared in conf rmanc
ficial instructions and is true
orrect
SIGNZE Of DIRE
R4
,
t T trai
SIG

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
Legal

1

1

Legal

1

Civil Action File No. 86-CI-091
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway
Circuit Court Ron Christqpher d/b/a,
Christopher & Hutchens Plaintiff, versus Guy
Harper. and Calloway County. Kentucky
Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
May 13th Term thereof 1986. in the above
cause, for the sum of Thirty Five Hundred Fifty Three and 40/100 43.553.40( Dollars, with
interest at the rate of 12 per cent per annum
from the 11th day of April 1986, until paid and
its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 28th day of July 1986. at 10:00
O'clock A.M., or thereabout. FOR CASH the
'following described property, to-wit:
Lot No. 9 in the Kirksey Subdivision as
shown by Plat of record in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court in Plat
Page 34.
Book
MORTGAGOR obtained title to the above
described, property by deed from Jesse E.
Spencer. er ux, dated the 4th day of
September. 1973, and of record on
MICROFILM in Book 152. Card 2725 in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County. ALSO be:ng the same property assigned to MORTGAGOR in the Decree of Dissolution of Marriage. Civil Action File No. 84-CI-043.
C'alloway Circuit Court, dated the 20th day of
November. 1984.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
PAY CASH. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
Notice

2

Legal

2

Notice

Notice

1000

Vowell & Son Inc.
Martin, TN
587-2301

'

e'4'011OrTly

S21 95 in_100 N 4th St
Ky 753-6001
*.t)f

#

Allison
Photography
as moved t
new location
607 S. 4th
Street
753-8809

..ANT TALK NOLA.)
MARCIE :CAPTAIN ;
QTOR 15

2

Notice

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE
Thweatt's Service
Station
7 miles north of
Murray on 1824.
Selling tires at
cost. Discount on
golf carts, trailers,
lamps,
wicker,
plaster figurines,
tools,
radio
speakers.
Everything in store.

Start At
er
)
1 0P
s'1 4

Legal

2

1

Notice

Civil Action File No. 86-CI-071
SO\ OR DAUGHTER
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
AGE 19?
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
Unless still in
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT. JIM
Scbool or College
WALTERS HOMES, INC., Plaintiff, versus
their family group
MORTON DARRELL RICKARD. Et Al,
hospital insurance
Defandant.
may have expired
NOTICE OF SALE
due to age. Our
By virtue of a judgmsnt and order of sale
most popular Maof the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
jor Medical Policy
June 13th Term thereof 1986. in. the above
offers comprehencause, for the sum of Thirty Six Thousand
sive benefits at
Eight Hundred Eighty Qne and 12/100 Dollars,
reasonable rates.
with interest at the rate of 12 per cent per anFor free informanum from the 13th day of June 1986. until paid
tion call:
and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court. House door in the City of
Jerry McConnell
Murray. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
Insurance
public auction,on the 28th day of July 1986, at
753-4199
1 o'clock p.m., or thereabout, for cash, the
-freq. iocia darns senice"
following described property. to-wit:
BEGINNING at a point in the East Right of
Way line of the Martin's Chapel Road; also a PAMS Cake Hut- when
corner to Ronnie Kimbro; thence with R/W you need a cake for any
line South 08 deg 30' East 125.0' to a corner reason call Pam's Cake
with Crystal Parks; thence East 200.00'; Hut. Their cakes are
always fluffy BE moist
thence North 08 deg 30' West 125.00'; thence and
iced with a butter
West 200.00' back to the point of beginning. cream icing made from
containing .57 acres more or less.
scratch. Their decoratThis being the same property conveyed to ing is superb. Best of all
Morton Darrell Rickard and wife, Sarah C. their prices are great.
So give us a call. We
Rickard by deed dated February 16, 1984 from
prilmise you'll be glad
Crystal Parks, married and Carmen Parks, you did. 759-4492 or
married,and recorded in Microfilm Book 165, 437-4455 evenings.
THE Gold Nugget, west
Card 1592 in Calloway County, Kentucky.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must side of square.
Mayfield,
247-6762.
pay cash. Bidders will be prepared to comp- Diamonds,Ky.
black hills
ly promptly with these terms.
gold, 14kt. gold chainsFrank L. Ryan "We sell for less!" "We
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court guarantee it." Jimmy

BARRETT
Servi(•c
,
Center has heavy (1,,g .
'Monroe shocks for S,
200 N 4th St.. Murray
Ky 753-6001

Face
Brick

1

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Closing
August 5, 1986

DON'T CALL ME CAPTAIN
WHY PONT YOU COME
TUTOR NW NAME
ON OVER,MARCIE? YOU
T5 MAYNARD'.
; SHOULD MEET THIS KID.
HE*5 JUST YOUR TYPE.
-WEIRD'

Thompson Jeweler.
WANTED: People of all
ages to worship God
with us at Russell
Chapel United Methodist Church, each Sunday
9:45a.m. Friendly folks.
Church is located on
Hwy. 732. near Center
Ridge. Call 474-2347 for
more information.

NOTICE
Our Sales Force will
be here to better
serve you until 6:30
p.m. on Monday,
Tuesday., Thursday
and Friday

Purdom
Motors Inc.
1406 W. Main
Murray, Ky.
753-531 5

SORRY FOR THE
MY
INTERRUPTION NAME 15
CAPTAIN
MAYNARD
1-7

7-25

L

egal

1.L

e

g

a
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Civil Action File No. 88-CI-069
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT. OTTO W.
CHESTER and wife, MABEL V. CHESTER,
versus PRENTICE F. DARNELL and wife,
LLTLA A. DARNELL; UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, acting through FARMERS'
HOME ADMINISTRATION, and COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, COUNTY
OF CALLOWAY.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court, rendered at the
June 27th Term thereof, 1986, in the above
cause, for the sum of Two Hundred FiftySeven Thousand Three Hundred Twenty-six
and 73/100 Dollars ($257,36.73) with interest
from the 11th day of March, 1986, until paid,
and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in the City of
Murray. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction on the 28th day of July 1986, at
10 o'clock a.m., or thereabout, upon a credit
of 30 days the following described property,
to-wit:
TRACT 1: Being a part of the Southwest
Quarter of Section 4, Township 1, Range 3
East, and a part of the Northeast and Northwest Quarters of Section 9, Township 1,
Range 3 East,and more particularly described as follows, to-wit: Beginning at the
Southeast corner of the Southwest Quarter of
Section 4, Township 1, Range 3 East, at a
rock; thence North with Quarter Section line
17 poles 10 feet to a rock; thence West 100 poles
to a rock; thence south 17 poles 10 feet to a
rock; thence East 20 poles to a rock; thence
South 39 poles to a rock; thence East 105 poles
to a rock in the Northeast Quarter of Section
9, Township 1, Range 3 East, which rock is 39
poles, more or less, south of North line of
Quarter Section and 25 poles, more or less,
East of West line of Quarter Section; thence
South, parallel with West line of Quarter, to
a point in Story's Chapel Road centerline;
thence East with centerline of said road 100
feet; thence North parallel with West line of
Quarter, 435.6 feet to a stake, thence west 100
feet to a stake; thence North, parallel with
West line of Quarter, to a point in North line
of Northeast Quarter of said Section 9; thence
West 25 poles with the North line of Quarter
Section to the point of beginning, containing
37.6 acres, more or less, LESS any part of said
land contained in public roads.
TRACriI. Being a part of the Southwegt
Quarter of Section 4, Township '1, Range 3,
East (erroneously described as being the
Southeast quarter of said Section in Deed
Book 120, page 215), described as follows:
Beginning at the Northeast corner of said
Quarter Section at a stake at the Northwest
corner of an 80-acre tract of land owned by
Glen Rogers; thence West with North line of
Quarter Section 80 poles 10 feet to a stake in
the J.R. Coleman line; thence South with J.R.
Coleman line 90 poles to a stake; thence East
with J.R. Coleman line 80 poles 8 feet to a
stake; thence North with Glen Rogers West
line 90 poles to a stake in the center of road,
the codint of beginning, containing 45 acres and
45 square poles, more or less, LESS any part
of said land contained in public road.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the force and effect of a
Judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan,
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court

6. Help Wanted

1906

UnOed

AFTERNOON child
care for kindergarten
child in North Elementary school district or
bus route. Write P.O.
References
Box 1040-R. Murray.
with references and
upon request.
salary required.
Reasonably Priced.
CHRISTIAN babysitter
Commercial
needed part time for
Industrial or
kindergarten child for
Residential
half-day, 7:15-12:00,
Free Estimates
starting Aug. 18th.
Some light housekeepCali after 6 p.m.
ing. Must have own
436-5487 or
transportation. References required. If
753-5086.
interested call 753-1490.
bENTAL assistant. No
DORIS Hrittain now experience necessary.
working Thurs.. Fri. & Send resume to P.O.
Sat. at St. Johns Beauty Box 1040-F, Murray.
Shop, 604 Broad St Ext. Ky.
753-0216.
bb you need a job and
hope for .the future? We
now have 5 openings
that include training
Do you need
and placement. , You
may qualify if you don't
prayer?
have a GED or High
School . diploma and
Counseling?
been out of school
Call 753-1622 9have
months or more and
are between ages of 16 &
753-7217 22.
Call us at JTPA
BETHESDA
753-9378 Monday-Friday
ha.m.-1p.m.
, MINISTRIES
EASY ASSEMBLY
- 115 S. 4th St.
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332, 3418 En5. Lost and Found
terprise. Ft. Pierce, Fl.
LOST, female Calico 33482
yellow
cat, gray
white. Eagle Inn vicinity. No claws on front
TRUCK DRIVERS
feet. White underbody
Growing Again
Tan spot on right
We need a few good
nostril. If found please
call John or Vicky at
drivers. Qualifica762-4819 work or •498-8992
tions: 25 years old, 2
home

PROFESSIONAL.
LAWN CARE

esture SynclIcate Inc

IMAGINE HAVING' TO SUFFER
AN ENTIRE WEEK OF MONDAYS,
WELL,THEY'RE NOT GETTING ME!

I'M SPENDING THE REST

OF THE WEEK IN DEL'

YOU GOTTA GET UP
PRETTY EARLY TO
PUT ONE OVER ON
OLD GARFIELD

I REALLY MISS
HOME W1AEtsl I
DO THIS STUFF

NO,
LEI'
ME r

OW 00 THESE THINGS
HAPPEN TO ME?

6

Help Wanted

!I000
0% EfiNMENT
jobslist
$16.040459,230'yr. NoiA
Hiring Call 805-687-6000
Ext. R-77/7.
!I000 GOVERNMENT
jobslist
116.040459.230, yr Now
Hiring- Call 05 687.6000
Ext. R-7777.
44)

p.NGLISh

butler Room
k board provided. sal
ary negotiable Call
753-9478

years of recent over
the rood experience &
good driving record.
Benefits: family health
care, life insurance,
fuel bonus, vaction
pay & much mom.
Applications accepted
at
the
Merray
TfIrmincil "
Poselesirreerek
Limes heeerpereeted
Hwy. *41
Mierroy, Ky.
$112.733-1717

6. Help Wanted

16. Home Furnishings
COUCH, Early Amer.

HOUSEKEEPER
needed 2 or 3 days a
week. Must be dependable & assume all
household responsibilities. For interview call 753-5141
after 7p.m.

earth tones, well built.
great condition, $75.
Call 759-4027.
DEEP freeze, 14.8 cu ft
$175. Garden plow 212,
$100. Call 753-6459.
MATCHING sofa, love
seat & chair. Good
condition. $90. Call 4362290
gET of nice bunk beds.
Call 435-4531.
WHIRLPOO L
MICROWAVE ovens as
low as $4 per week; 25"
Magnavox color TV as
low as $7 per week:
Whirlpool automatic
washer as low as $6 per
week: Whirlpool refrigerator as low as $8
per week. Goodyear
753-0595.

lIMMEDIATE opening.
100.000 watt FM station
is seeking account ex
ecutive for Murray,
Mayfield & Benton
areas, full-time. Sales
experience preferred.
Prior radio sales a plus.
For confidential interview phone 502-886-1100
ask for sales manager.
EOE.
LOOKING for responsible. motivated
cosmetologist, some
clientele required Low
rent rates available
Some benefits. Excellent business opportunity for motivated individual. Send resume
P.O. Box 1040-K
Murray. Ky.
MURRAY firm taking
applications for sales
position. Salary plus
commission. Apply in
person between 9 am-5
pm at 843 S 12th. Suite 10
Southside Shopping
Center.
NEED weekend care
giver. Friday p.m.
through Sunday p.m.
Some lifting involved.
Pay $90. Call 753-0251.
OUR company has an
opening for a customer
service representative
in our sales depart.
ment. This exciting
position requires a
dynamic individual who
will be responsible for
communicating with
customers, telemarketing. and other sales
related activities. Candidates must have a
minimum_ B.S. degree
or comparable experience in a public
relations/ customer
service type environment and must possess
strong oral and written
communication
abilities. This excellent
career opportu
1-".,
ferS an except na
benefit packa.ge and
salary commensurate
with the candidate's
education and experience. Send resume
to: Sales Department,
Paschall Truck Lines,
Inc., Route 4, Murray,.
Ky. 42071. No phone
calls please.
PHARMACY Techician. Full time positions
available for mature.
responsible individual.
Prior experience
necessary. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040-R.
Murray. Ky.
RN or LPN position is
available for 11 to 7
shift. Employee would
be scheduled Monday
through Friday with
every weekend off
Excellent salary & benefits. Apply in person
at Care Inn, Mayfield.
or call 247-0200.
SPOUSE Abuse program
is in need of female staff
persons who are willing to
work directly with victerns and to provide up to
24 hours support. Call
Spouse Abuse hotline 7594050.
WANTED: career
minded individual to
service property/casualty insurance accounts in our
Benton. Ky. office. Experience is preferred.
Send resume to David
Moffitt, Vice President,
Peel & Holland, P.O.
Box 97, Benton, KY.
42025. No phone calls
please.
WANTED: guitar player
for top 40 rock band. Experience necessary. Call
901-642-6060 nights or 901642-3559 days.

9. Situation Wanted
CARPENTER wants
work. Call Rick Brunner 436-2922. Reasonable rates. References.
Prices given for
framing or trim.
MAINTENANCE
foreman, 10 yr. exp., in

19. Farm Equipment
4-WHEEL trailer, extremely heavy duty.
Call 436-2879.

20. Sports Equipment
CAMOUFLAGE army
pants, r100 cotton for
warm weather wear.
Jerry's Sporting Goods.
Mayfield, Ky. 247-4704.

24. Miscellaneous
2-PIECE Hollywood bed
set with 1 corner & 3
straight pillows. $50: 2
large metal desks, 2
cribs, 8 ft. redwood
picnic table. Call 4365411.
4 CEMETERY plots for
sale at Murray Memorial Gardens. Call anytime 753-6471.
4- FOUR wheel drive
truck tires, $500. Call
753-0747.
BENEFIELD Ireland
woodburning fireplace
insert- glass doors,
thermostat controlled
blower, $175. Tempmaster air conditioner,
energy saver, 24,200
BTU, $250. 17 Cu. ft.
Trucold chest type deep
freeze. $125. Phone
759-1035.
TIROWN leather ready
"lift chair, - reclines and
has hand belt operation,
approx 5 mo old, like
$600 or best offer.
Call 489-2296.
CARPET. 8x10 12,
finished edge, foam
back, multi color slate
blue: never been used.
Call 753-6147.
CHEST type freezer, 20
Cu. ft.. Frigidaire. Call
489-2711.
CRAFTSMAN 12"
radial arm saw.- Call
489-2711,
EPSON PX-8 compact
computer, includes
computer with screen.
ROM. data c-enter.
printer. IBM & Apple
compatable. Runs off
110%' or batteries. Call
753-2926.
FIREWOOD for sale.
Need winter firewood
now? Call D.W. Fox
753-8568.
FOR sale- used furniture. Call 753-1412.
GRASS is growing &
will continue to grow
this summer! Swap for
a new wheel horse now.
Prices will never be
lower! Instant credit!
90 days same as cash!
Stokes Tractor. Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
IT'S not to early to think
about , your chain saw
needs for fall wood
cutting! See us at
Stokes Tractor, Industrial RI._ 753-1319.
LARGE. large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings. Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
NEW residential wood
raised panel overhead
door. 16x7 at $289. Good
used wood residential
overhead door, 8x7 at
$50. New heavy duty
commercial wood
overhead door. 8x8 at
$289. New commercial
fiberglass overhead
door 12x8 atj.Jw
commercial liTuffilnum
storefront entrance
with 3x7 door at $300.
We can arrange installation for any of
these. 365-7940 days.
522-'7739 evenings &
weekends. Malcolm
Figert.

industrial maintenance,
recent recipient of Ass.
Deg. in electronics with CRYTES Used Office

GPA of 3.31. Responsi
Furniture. 1016 Jefferble, stable, mature son St.. Paducah. KY.
family man, with 442-4302. Desks, chairs,
honorable discharge, files and much morevietnam vet, seeks em- Good quality used
ployment with good furniture.
company. Phone PROTECT your in502 759 4104.
vestment put a rubber
Two 17 year old boys bed mat in your new
pick-up truck. Stokes
willing to do odd jobs
Have pickup. Call 753 Tractor 753-1319.
ROUND antique pedistal
4656.
WILL sit with elderly table and chairs. Mellon
nights. Call days 437-4580 color. Velvet chaise
or after 5 PM 753-4590. lounge. 2 end tables and
one coffee table, french
Good references
with marble tops. Call
753-7388 after 4:30 pm.
10. Business Opportunity
SMITH Corona portable
ESTABLISHED electric typewriter.
needlework business for built-in keyboard corsale. Serious inquires rections, power return.
only Call 753.8373 between pica type, excellent
10 am - 5 pm
condition. Call 753-1602.
STOP by & see the new
BCS tiller for your fall
14 Want to Buy
tilling. Stokes tractor,
WANT to buy men"s Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
10-speed bike. Phone.
759-4151'after Sp.m.
push mowers left at
WILL buy junk cars & bargain prices-, Includtrucks. Call 753-3633.
ing Ilia -new Hi-Wheel
Push! Stokes Tractor
15. Articles for Sale ' 753-1319
Industrial Rd
WAtHING machine, 2 WE have good clean 55
It years old, Almond gal_ drums. $6 each. AG
colored $125 Call after Brokers, Industrial Rd.
pnl. 753-3872
753-4533

WE have gireview
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Miscellaneous

30. Business Rentals

34. Houses for

New Group Medicare
Supplements Plans
AnnouncedAt Rates As Low As
$21 a month!
Bennett &
Associates

PISHER 19" color T.V.
with stereo. 2 months
old. Call after 5p m
762-6105

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
Beautiful decorated
building, fully
carpeted, walls
carpeted & MiffOf
lined 30x90.
Available now.
Reasonable rent,
College Campus.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

Call 753-2967.

Murray

305 Pl. 4th
753-7273

2 6 . TV

Radio

12x50 CENTRAIL, Insulated, pinning, more. 32. Apts for Rent
Excellent condition.
1 BR apt.. appliances
Reduced. Call 354-6717.
12x60, 2 BR, In Fox furnished. Avail. imMeadows. excellent mediately. Call
condition. Moving must 753-3182.
sell. Call 759-9890 or 1 BR. upstairs, furnished apt. $170 per
753-5944.
12x60. 2 BR mobile month. Water furhome with 6 lots, in Kg. nished. Close to camLake Developement. pus. No pets. No children. 753-5980.
Phone 436-2532.
12x60 Mobile Home, 2-3 BR furnished apt
Shady Oaks Trailer $175 a month. Call
Court. Must sell at once. 498-8977.
Can be seen Fri. 5 pm - 7 2 BR duplex, appliances
furnished. Quiet, nice
pm. Saturday all day.
14x56 ATLANTIC. 2 BR, neighborhood. No pets.
1 bath, wood siding. Will Central heat & air.
759-4406. move
urp:Call
2 BR furnished apt. at
437-4608.
1973 2 BR, 12x65 Holly Cypress Springs, by the
Park with tip-out, to be day, week or month. No
moved. $5700. Call 753- pets. Call 436-2954 if no
answer 436-2231.
9873 or 436-5836
1975, 12x65, ARBOR, 1AUR-Cal apts. Normobile home, excellent thwood Dr. 1. 2 or 3 BR.
condition, new carpet. Now renting. Equal
washer and dryer. Call Housing Opportunity.
759-4984.
759-9430 after 5 pm.
1977. 14x52. 2 BR. in NICE 2 BR apt., central
Riviera Cts., some fur- heat & air. No pets. Call
niture, stove, re- 492-8634.
frigerator, paneling NICE 2 BR duplex with
throughout. Call 759- carport in private area.
Appliances furnished. No
4904.
1982 14x70. 2 large pets. Call 753-3343
bedrooms, 2 full baths. 1 or. 2 bedroom Apartlarge kitchen and Bing ment near downtown
room, newly decorated. Murray. Call 753-4109 or
762-6650.
Call 489-2813.
1 9 8 5 1 4 x 7 0 . ONE bedroom Duplex
BUCANEER- 2 BR. 2 Apartment. near downfull baths, Jacuzzi, dis- town. $140 per month. One
year lease. Deposit. No
hwasher. ,„ce.atral
tiedowns. double in- pets. Call 751,3913.
sulated. low utilities, all TAKING applications
gas. Want payoff. Call for Section 8. Rent
- Subsiaized • apt: 1, 2 or 3
527-8740.
24x52 17 LIBERTY. 3 BR. Apply Hilldale
BR, 2 full baths, garage. Apts.. Hardin. Ky.
paved driveway, 24 Equal Housing
pportunity.
huge trees. over 12
acre, in Stella. Low Ti-TREE room furnished
Apartment in Murray.
120's. 753-4124.
ONE bedroom Trailer. Water paid. Air con10x45. reCideled inside and ditioned. Call 1-3955285.
out, step up kitchen. 753- TWO bedrooms, redecorated throughout.
1491 or 753-4473.
SEVERAL 10 74 12' garage';- utility. Move__
mobile homes. Ideal for refrigerator. Married
lake or rental, furnished couples only. No pets.
or unfurnished. AC. Deposit. References.
Call 492-8594. See at 41t
Negotiable. 753-5209.
S. 11th.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
WANTED: Female
2 OR 3 BR. furnished or roommate to share
unfurnished. some new furnished house. Refurniture, natural gas. asonable expenses. Reelectric, air con- ferences required. Call
ditioned. Shady Oaks 759-4011.
753-5209.
34. Houses for Rent
COMPLETELY remodeled, stove re- 3 BR brick. country. 2
frigerator, air con- acres. $350. Also, 3 BR
ditioner. furnished. Call townhouse. city, 1325.
appliances fur-hi-Shed.
753-9478.
NICE 2 BR trailer, near Coleman RE 753-9898.
Murray. No pets. Call 3 BR brick house. Lease
& deposit "required.
489-2611.
UNFURNISHED. 2 BR, Located in town. $375 a
2 bath. Also, 3 BR. 1 1/2 month. No pets. Call
baths. appliances 8r 759-1503.
water furnished. Cole- 3 BR house at Panman Real Estate 753- arama Shores. 1230 per
month. Call 443-9960
998.
after 6p.m. or 753-6531.
30 Business Rentals
5 ROOM house, bath.
utility. City water. References. Responsible
CREEK VIEW
couples. No pets. Near
Murray. References.
SELF
$185. 753-7551.
STORAGE
EXECUTIVE style
Hwy. 641 N.
house in nice neighborhood, close to Univers24 Hr. private entrance
ity. 1495. Call 753-4109,
753-6734
762-6650 or 436-2844.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday
348.50
Yesterday
Opened
Opened
Today
349.10
Today
Up
.60
Down
Complimvots of.
VERNON S PAWN Si-40P
713 S 12th Murray. Ky. 42071

5.05
5.02
.03

753 7113
WO boy Gold, Silver
Diamonds
We loan money on anything of vol...
Hollfl
10 6 Doily, Closed Sunday

HANDICAPPED EDUCATION
FUNDS SOUGHT
The Murray Independent School District has recently prepared an application for the use of federal funds
for the'education of handicapped children in the Murray School District.
This application specifies that a free and appropriate
public education will be provided to all handicapped
children ages five through seventeen who are residents
of the Murray School District. P.L. 94-142, federal law
concerning handicapped students, provides priorities
for the expenditures of funds. First priority is given to
those children who are not being given any educational
services. P.L. 94-142 also requires that the school district
plan for the implementation of identification, location
evaluation and appropriate educational placement of all
handicapped children.
Guaranteed procedural safeguards for handicapped
children and their parents in decisions regarding educational programs and confidentiality of files of those
children Identified as being handicapped will continue
to be instituted.
This applgation will be on file in the Office of the
Superintendent of Murray Independent Schools for a
period of 7 days ending August L .1986 Any Interested
person may review copies of the application and make
comments concerning the application to Dotalyn Lanier
...the Murray Independent School District Consideration will be given to all comments prior to the subrnis
sion of the final copy of the application to the Depart
ment of Education

Rent
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Public

Sales

46. Homes for Sale
49
Used Cars
53 Services Offered
1980 Bonneville. loaded.
3t1,6011. THREE bedroom brick with car- • bought neu in Murray. AI.I. l p.' masoniport. Two bath. 1 1.2 Call 753.6430.
work_ block. brick
acre lot, garden, fruit 1982 CADILLAC Seville con( rete. driveways
trees. outside storage.
Elegante. 4 -door. sidewalks. patios. house
miles from town. 121 AM FM stereo cass- foundations, flea
South on right. Look for ette. 50,000 actual miles. chimneys or chimne
Sat. Only
repair. 25 years es
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Call 753-9240
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Realtors sign or call 1982 CHRYSLER. 4 cyl. perience.. Free es
James Hart at 753-1492
2010 Brookhaven
stick shift. 91.000 miles, timates. ('all Charle3 BEDRObliA house east good condition $1100 or Barnett 753-5476
Quilts, jackets,
of Murray. Owner best offer. Call 762-6159.
prom
dresses,
transferred. Must sell
1984 DATSUN 300ZX.
ROOFING
jeans,
Mid-20's. Call 443-9960 blue, ac, am fm
radio,
Professional
6p.m.
after
stereo, 14.000 actual
weight bench, and
Quick, Neat & Clean
3 BR, 2 bath, central miles. Call 753-9240.
junk.
heat & air. brick house '77 BUICK LaSabre.
Free Estimates
on a well shaded 3,4 blue, good tires, fair
Work Guaranteed
acre lot. Close to North condition, 8300. Call
753-2926
Elementary. 843.000. 436-2290.
36. For Rent or Lease
Call 753-7870 for an '78 PONTIAC station
APPLIANC'E REPAIR
appointment.
wagon. pb. ps, air. Good
TRAILER space for
3 RR brick. 1 bath, nice motor. Uses no oil. no Factory authorized for
513 S. 7th
rent 6 miles east of
carpet. 103 N. 17th St. rust on body. $575. Tappan. Kelvinator and
Murray. Call 753-4549 or
Brown Service on gas
Sat. 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Only $37,500. Coleman 753-7459.
753-6612.
and electric ranges
Furniture, men,
Real Estate 753-9898.
roicrowaves. dis
37. Livestock-Supplies
ATTRACTIVE 3 bedwomen & boys
hwashers. re
room, quiet residential
frigerators. etc Earl
SIMMENTAL and
clothes, dishes, cut
street, well kept
Simbrah bulls. Per
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753
glass, DP Exerneighbor
hood.
TVA
formance & semen
5341
approved
insulation,
reciser,
microwave,
tested. Excellent qualinstallation.
Good, Bad, CARPET
decorated, carpet
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz
professional service
cassette & 8 Track
throughout
.
new
roof.
Ky. 522-8794.
Also repairs. SatisfacNo Credit
Tape players, tent,
large yard. Mid 830's.
tion guaranteed Glenn
753-4643
or
492-8465.
38. Pets -Supplies
lots more.
•Bebber 759-1247
No. Int.
BRICK house, large lot,
E S Window
AKCGerman
2.300 sq. ft., 854.000.
Bankrupt
Cleaning Residential.
Shepherds; adult and
Available _ immediately.
commercial. one & tuo
puppies. Free ob712 Olive St. 753-1220 or We carry the note
story. References it",
edience training with
901-682-9829.
Senior Citizen discount
purchase of AK('
Call Sammy
CEDAR LOG HOMES.
753-9873 or 436-5536.
Australian cattle dogs
Northern white _cedar__
s 753-6d48
Boa-rciing---wea i la bte
-PrNCE-S'aleg- at-Scars
NO rot, no bugs. You
Call 436-2858.
*0
L ••
1977 now. Call Sears 753-2310
build or we build.
901-644-9052 Brenda Thunderbird, red with for free estimate for
ARc registered Cocker
white pin stripe, white your needs.
Munson.
Spaniel puppies, red &
interior, True spoke GENERAL HOME
LOG
home
on
Ky.
Lake.
white. Call 753-9570.
REPAIR. 15 years exapproximately 2625 sq. wheels. Call 489 2462.
BRITTANY pups, AKC
ft.. 2 story with full PONTIAC Ventura 1977. perience. Carpentry.
registered, champion
July 26
basement, large deck & 4 door, 39070 miles, concrete, plumbing.
lines, 8 months old. 2
roofing. siding. NO JOB
porch. Extra lot. Great factory air. Tel 753 3262.
a.m.
8
orange & white males, 2
TO SMALL. Free es.
house for large family.
liver & white males
lithates. Days 753-6973.
902 Story Ave.
Must sell. 436-2573 after 50. Used Trucks
William Wesley 901 692
nights 474-2276.
Sp.m.
weekends.
or
1972
Off
BLAZER
9th St.
$2000. Call GENERAL Building
3268 after 5p.m. daily,
NEW 2 BR house. 753-0834.
anytime Sat. & Sun.
central heat & air, pay 1973 CHEVROLET Repair- 20 years exDOG boarding. Ob
for like renting. Broad pickup. V-8, PS. Good perience. Roofing &
painting. indoor & outedience training. AKC
Ext. •Coleman Real condition. Call 753-8124.
door Odd jobs No Job
German Shepherds
Estate 753-9898.
1974 CHEVROLET 1/2 to small. 474-8057.
AKC Australian Cattle
REDUCED for quick ton pickup, good condidogs. 436-2858.
sale- 2 bedroom brick tion, auto.. ps. pb, ac,
Irrtgation Residential
house. newly decorated.. tilt, $1350. Call 753-3415,
CAMPBELL WELL
41. Public. Sates
629 S. 4th St. Priced in after 5p.m. 753-8756.
DRILLING
the low 30's. Cal/ 753- 1975 _CHEVR
MOVING sale house full
Sat. 26
OLET
McKenzie, To
6612 or 753-5200.
of furniture, electrii
Silverado
pickup,
COI Collect
.
extra
7 a.m.
SECLUDED 3 bedroom. clean. 1 owner. Call
keyboard. 3 boats, stereo
901 352 3671 or
2 bath, brick home on 15 43
901 352-5704
school ring almost flea
..6-2427.
East Chestnut
Free Estimates
acres, 8 miles east of 1985 4 WHEEL
wedding rings 753-6438.
drive
General
Murray. $84.500. klione Chevrolet Scottsdale
.
436-5574..
GI.TTF.RING by SeantCall 753-0747. Best offer.
Baptist Church
THREE Bedroom.2 bath. 1985
S10 'CHEVY Sears continuous gutBake sale, car Bedford stone. 30x30 out- pickup, 4 "speed with air ters inskalled for your
2 is acre. 7 & lots of extras.
specifications Call
Garage Sale
Rainwash & clothes. building,
miles North of Murray on bow paint.
Sears 753-2310 for free
$7000.
Call
Sat., July 26
1824. Call 753-11267 after 5 759-9698.
estimate. pm.
7 am - 4 pm
'75 CHF:VROL97T HAMILTON Cultured
Marble, tops- sinksTWO bedroom house on 3 pickup truck. 6 cyl..
1507 Dudley Dr.
panels. custom made
Acres, with several out- step side bed, good
vanities Free Est. 753Commodore 64 Combuilding including a 24x32 condition. $1800 or best
9400.
puter with data set
shop and satellite dish. offer. Call 492-8775.
sE building. recassette player, like
Located in Penny area. '76 CHF.VY 3 4 ton HOSE
s Car a r
new. Double window,
753-2900 or 753-5702 after 5- truck._ r-ough--body .- -good- rn_o
2 storm windows 2
-motor & trans. $250. bUilifings. driveway
pm.
sealing For all your
Call 436-2290.
recess lights, couch
building & home repairs
'77 FORD Econoline 150
drapes, traverse rods,
47. Motorcycles
call Duncan's Conwindow van, ps. pb. ac.
table & 4 chairs, 30"
617 Broad Ext. 1984 YAMAHA. 3 stereo
struction 474-8000
throughout van.
drop in range, 2 tomato
wheeler, excellent condi- Excellent condition. INSt LATION blown in
Clothes, lots of
juicers, typewriter,
tion. Low mileage. Call Call after 2p.m. by Sears TV.-5 ap.
lamps, summer clothesproved Save on :nose
toys, lamps, 753-7413.
753-4339.
ladies & mans, baby girl
high heating and .
1986 HONDA 250R 3odds & ends.
clothes 6-9 months
ing bills. Call S.
wheeler, like new. Call 51. Campers
753-2310 for 17.
much more
after 4p.m. 753-5624.
16' KLASSIC camper. estimate.
'82 HONDA Nighthawk good condition. sleeps 4.
450. excellent condition, stove, sink, porta potty. J.L McKnight & .s• 7 whineberry red. $1395 air condition. Priced to Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
or make offer. 753-3036.
sell. 436-2858.
timber Call 753-7528
19 FT. Midis Motor
JOINER'S
home, built on 1976 360
49
Used Cars
Dodge chassie. sleeps 6. tree service. 32 yrs
Also.
1969 RED Corvette, new air on roof & motor, self experience
paint, new interior, new contained. 3000 wat stumps mechanically
tires & wheels $7000 generator. 31.000 miles. removed 10- below
Call 753-7975
$8500. 503 Richardson surface. Call 753-0366.
No. 7 Riveria
LEE'S CARPET
1969 VOLKSWAGON, new 753-9740.
_ Trailer Ct.
tires, rebuilt engine. new 24' TRAVEL trailer. full CLE A NI NC For all
your carpet & upholstpaint job. Call 489-2763.
rear bath. twin beds, air
Love
seat,
1971 VOLKSWAGON and awnings, extra clean ery cleaning For a fretchildren's clothes,
estimate call 753.5..27
Super Beetle, very good Call 436-2869
Avon bottles, lots
condition. Call after CAMPER topper, $225. Satisfied references
4p.m. 753-5624.
Call 753-9767 or 753-2392
of miscellaneous.
Far End
1973 750 TRIUMPH after 7p.m.
ROOFING
Absolutely no earBonneville. Call be- PICKUP camper.
Metal & Shingles.
tween 7:30a.m.-4p.m. stove, refrigerator.
ly sales
43
Real Estate
Aluminum & Vinyl
Carroll' Volkswagen 753- electric monornatic
Siding.
KOPPERUD Realty 8850, ask for Marty.
toilet. intercom Call
offers a complete range 1973 PONTIAC Bon- 436-2879.
Free estimates
of Real Estate services- neville, 82.000 miles.
Call
759-1600
52. Boats-Motors
with a wide selection of Call 753-5233 after 6p.m.
quality home in the city 1074 LTD Ford. Call 1972 GI.ASTRON Ski boat
& in the county. All 753-2691.
with 100 HP Johnson Call PAINTER will do spray
painting, brush or roller
price ranges. Phone 1975 NOVA. PS. PB, Air. 753-310s.
753-1222 for courteous, good condition, bronze
reasonable Call 753-7701
Hwy 641 S., 1
1976 14 FT fiberglass
or 753-4565.
competentEstate color. Call 753-2948.
boat. 55 h p motor oith
mile
before service. WeReal
make buy- 1977 CHEVROLET -tx
trailer, trolling motor. PAINTING . Paper
Hazel, Ky. Trailer ing & sellirrg Real short wheel base IlVe•Well. depth limier hanging commerical or
easy for you.
residential. Free esSilverado truck. $2950,as Call 753-7707
on left before last Estate
timates. References 25
LAIsF:14 AY Shores, is. Stop by and make
1977
HOWELL
CRAFT
bridge.
years experienc
lake view cottage. 2 BR
offer. 801 S 17th Murray.
XR1, Pea) red %kith vi- hit,'
121.000. 615-331-6066
Lots of dishes, nic
1977 NOV.'... 60xxs„,_e_x - interior, Can he'seen at Tremor' Farris 759-1987
celleat body, rune good. -304 N 4th Murras-flocs, curtains, some
45 Farms for Sale
9 local owners, new
ALUMINUM
valuable items.
81 ACRE farm -i-vith brakes. tires ar battery 53 Services Offered
SERVIC
E CO.
house. 2 tobacco barns, Asking $1700. 753-6746.
2 MEN want to do yard
Aluminum and vinyl
smoke house, garage. 1977 PONTIAC Grand work Tree trimming.
open animal shelter, Prix, fully equipped
siding. Custom trim
removal of unwanted
stream. woods. Has 1.8 Call 762-6105 after 5p.ni
work. References.
trees & shrubbery. most
acre tobacco base. 50 1979 GRAND Prix, V.S yards. light hauling
Call Will Ed !trinity
Old 641 North
&
acres presently in corn
753-06119
with air. 1 owner. Good wood hr sale. Free
Almo Heights
Immediate possession. condition Call 753-2235
estimates 753-0680 or
Fri. & Sat. 8 til ?
Call 502-458-0852 or
.59-1683
write P.G. Bryant. 2100 1980 VOLKSWAGON
ara-Fai Clock Radio
A P I LI AN( E
Edgeland Ave.. Rabbit Call 759-4488.
telephone. 33 mm camera,
SERVICE: Kenmore.
40204
Ky
Chevrolet
1981
Citation.
4 IA esti 11 11. 11 0 11 S
hair dryer, bowling ball,
Approx 30 ACRES. some dr. 4 cylindr. front wheel W h s rl pool 23 years
chadren's clothes size 5 &
drIvir:
air.
brakes'.
timber, mostly tillable. 7
experience Parts and
6X, Jr. girls size 5' &7
AMEM. nes% tires Call service Bobby Hopper.
miles north of Murray
Woolen's size 13i14 to 18
4a9-2763.
Call 753-2861
Bob's Appliance Serand men's clothes, 9 year
VICe, 21)2 5
5th St
old
pony. lots Q
Business 753 4s72. 436
miscellaneous
584" home
APPLIANCE repair.
stashers. dryers
Gigantic
refrigerators- - rangesair cond Genrge Hodge
Multi Party
&-Son. to Dixieland
Yard Sale
Shopping cerli. r 753310 South 4th St. 753-4703
4669
Sat. Only

OFFICE space in
Southside Shopping
Center. Call 753-4509,
753-6612.

EXTRA nice, large. 4
BR house to responsible
family. Appliances. No
peta....References. Call
753-7457.
FEMALE wanted to
share nice fully furnished
house located near University Inn. Call after 4
pm. 753-4101.
TOR rent- you live in
house make • payment
for 1/2 ownership. Why
rent. 753-0430.
NICE 2 BR. 2 bath, near
hospital. For mature
adult. No pets Re
ferences. $275. Call
753-6429 after 2p.m.

GARAGE
SALE

Moving Sale

Look
Need Car

r)AN

1st
Yard
Sale

YARD
SALE

53

Services Offered

3 Party
Yard Sale
Sat.
7 am-7 pm

2 Party

Fri. & Sat.

Yard
Sale

Sat. Only
9 am - 6 pm
Green Acres
Trailer Court

Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat. 8-?

Yard Sale

Installing
sewer, water

43

Real Estate

1.AhEA AI Shores
area, Hwy 280 Lake
view, 3 BR' house.
%$39.1I00 615.33.1-6086

All Types Insurance
City & County
. "A +" Rated Company
Ray T. Broach-Bob.Comelison
Agents 38 years Experience

itii0FING. Siding,
Concrete work. Additions, Painting.
General Carpentry.
P A. Molony
753.8628.
Free Estimates.
sP.WING Machine Repair All makes and
models. Home & Industrial Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed Kenneth
Barnhill, 7533-2674%,"
Stella, Ky.

city
lines

& septic tanks. All
backhoe

types
work.

753-9224
30 Years Experience

LICENSED Electrician
tor residential and
commercial Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair
Phone 753-7203.
,MITCHELL Paving
commercial. re
sidential Large or
small 30 years experience. Call 753-1537
MOBILE HOME
Specialist Repair and
preventative maintenance Roofs, floors.
plumbing. wiring,
hurricane straps. 159-1850.
MOODY'S Mower
Repair- pickup and
delivery
All work
guaranteed Call
5668'
MOWING, hauling.
bushes & trees pruned
or removed, spray unwanted weeds, etc. Call
759-4808 or 759-9661 7
evenings per week.
ODD job specialist.
ceiling fans, electrical.
plumbing, fencing You
name it, I do it You
buy. I install You
break. I fix. Call 436evenings.

Yearry's Tree
& Yard Service
Free Estimates
Phone 436-2562
753-0789
Experienced

Services Offered

Murray
Paving Co. Inc.
Specializing in asphalt
paving. sealcoating and
crack repairs. 7 yrs. experience
Providing
quality
work
at
reasonable prices.
Free Estimate

Call 753-0411
STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE.
Mechanically removed
10 inches below the
surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn
Larry Wood 753 0211.
Aii5AMER
the time to
either deadwood, or
remove diseased an
d/or unwanted trees.
For all your needs call
Bover's Tree Service
the professionals at
753 0338.
TREE WORK. Corn
plete removal, topping,
trimming, stumps
mechanically removed.
Experienced. Larry
Wood 753 0211.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 442-7026. '
LL do bushhogging
and order gardens. Call
753 8590.

Orlunr.s
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER

YEARS
EXPERIENCE
20

•

SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
RAISED PANEL DOORS
ElKch • Oak • Walnut • Ctmrry
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By B Sea Our Display

TOMMY SANDERS
SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR
BROWN & BIGELOW

Specialty Advertising
(502) 753-3299
Norman Rockwell Calendars - Balloons
Pens - Matches - Yearly Date Planners
4000 Specialty items to choose from

Hopkins Insurance Agency
LIFE
SUPPLEMENTAL CANCER
INTENSIVE CARE
HEALTH
Corner 13th & Poplar
115 South 13th
Murray. Ky 42071
(502) 753-6202

115 South 13th Streets&
Murray. Kentucky 4207
5b2-753-3492

.4

MURRAY 4*,
HOT TUBS
SALES • RENTALS
Chemicals•Maintenance

PETE GUNN

Well
Drilling

Pontiac, Oldsmobile
Buick, GMC Trucks

We Specialize in
plocta
wells.
'Install %outer linr
,
water Systems -

•Never° rust

104 W. 5th
Benton, Ky.
753-8111
527-8671

Royster & McAlpin
Well Drilling
901-364-3476

,
ftelliggyelliallOPPEEEMSEIMOIMMISMI•INIIIMEMP
•

•
•

•
•
•409 Sunbury Circle
753-5940•
••••••••••• OOOOOOO •••

Eleven
1986 Oldsmobiles
98 Regency Brougham.
Factory Executive Cars.
Save $1,000s and Get
GAIVIC Factory Financing
Starting At 5.9%.

Farm Bureau
Insurance

7:30 a.m.-6 p.m
Corner N. 4th & Olive
Furniture, coffee table
couches beds, a lot of
glassware.
toaster
oven lamps. plants.
'curtains, , clothes
1000's more misc
items

53

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

Remodeling

Yard Sale
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DR.GOTT
,00

Surgery places doubt on U.N. chiefs term
UNITED NATIONS
tAPi
With the election for U.N. secretarygeneral only months
away, Javier Perez de
Cuellar's sudden heart
surgery raises serious
questions about his
availability for a second
term.
Until his quadruple
coronary bypass operation on Thursday, the
66-year-old United Nations chief had been
viewed as likely to succeed himself — despite
his own disclaimers of
having second-term
ambitions.
"Just about all the

Western countries have
told him 'they'd like to
see him stay on," a
Western diplomatic
source said. "There is
no visible alternative."
The Soviet bloc also
was expected to support
the low-keyed Peruvian
diplomat, who has tread
cautiously between the
two superpowers and
avoided controversial
stands.
Perez de Cuellar's
first five-year term expires Dec. 31 and the
election process for
secretary-general will
begin sometime in the
fall.

A key U.N aide said frustrated in his efforts
any; speculation on the to mediate the Afghan,
secretary-general's Falklands, Iran-Iraq
future was premature. and Middle East con"It will depend on what flicts as well as the
the physicians tell Cyprus problem.
him."
But diplomats have
U.S. spokesman Fran- given him a big E-forcois Giuliani said Perez effort and top grades in
de Cuellar was expected discretion. Some
back on the job in a few doubted that Perez de
weeks and "should lead Cuellar could bring
a completely normal himself to retire while
life," after his four-hour the world body was in
operation at New York's the midst of its current
Mount Sinai Medical financial crisis.
Center.
If he rules himself out
As secretary-general, for a second term, a
Perez de Cuellar has not mad scramble of canscored any notable suc- didates is expected to
cesses, having been ensue.

'West 57th' renewed by CBS
NEW YORK 1AP —
A "wrap party" turned
into a champagne
celebration when
workers at CBS' "West
57th" news magazine
were told their
precarious program had
been given new life as a
midseason replacement
Series.
The struggling series.
given last rites by many
within CBS' entertainment division last spring , displayed its
remarkabl
resiliency
Thursday with the
renewal announcement

by CBS Broadcast
Group President Gene
Jankowski.
''West 57th' has
clearly earned its
place," Jankowski said.
"It is editorially sound,
has a vibrant style all its
own and has built audience steadily in its
lust-completed 13-week
run."
The run ended, as
scheduled, with
Wednesday night's
broadcast. But the program will return during
the 1986-87 season, when

and where depending on
CBS said Jane
CBS' replacement Wallace, John Ferrugia.
needs, the network said. Meredith Vieira and
Sources at CBS News, Bob Sirott will return as
who asked not to be correspondents. CBS
identified, said the pro- News had been congram had received a sidering Wallace as co26-week commitment, anchor of its revamped
not the short-order 13 "CBS Morning News,"
and six of its past but that won't happen.
incarnations'.
news sources said.

FRANKFORT, Ky. the company uses to
AP — The state En- flush transformers.
vironmental Quality
Before the session
Commission, after hear- ended, commission
ing more than two hours Chairman Horace
of arguments. agreed to
Brown appointed a
wait a month before
three-member commitrecommending whether
tee to study the isstie
a $10 milliorr---PeEt- and report to the full
removal plant should be
panel next month,
opened at Henderson.
Brown acknowledged
The plant
which
it may be too late for the
would treat highly toxic
commission to have a
polychlorinated
role in deciding the
biphenyls, is being conplant's future.
structed by Union CarState officials already
bide Corp.'s UNISON
have issued an air polluTransformer Services tion permit for the plant
Inc subsidiary.
and a preliminary per-'Company --officials mit for controlling
assured the commission storm water. The final
ednesday they had
water permit could be
followed all en- issued within two
vironmental regulations weeks. said Don
and defended the plant's Harker, director of the
safety, as they did at a Division of Water.
session in March.
After that, the plant
Their arguments were
will need only an
challenged by Citizens operating permit from
for Healthy Progress, a the federal En group opposed to the
vironmental Protection
project, which would
Agency, and a decision
separate PCBs from
on that permit is exTF-1, a secret chemical pected in November.

(
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Major types
of skin cancer
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Would you
please explain the dangers, treatments and symptoms of the three
types of skin cancer?
DEAR READER — There are
more than three types of skin cancer.
However, the three most prevalent
are: basal cell epithelioma, squamous
cell carcinoma and
malignant
melanoma.
Basal cell epithelioma is the most
common skin cancer. It is seen almost
exclusively among Caucasians and is
thought to be due to chronic exposure
to sunlight. The best treatment is
excisional biopsy, in which the entire
lesion is surgically removed.
Squamous cell carcinoma also appears on exposed body surfaces, so is
probably sun-induced. Some types of
squamous cell carcinoma can arise in

DEAR READER — If your heart
defect was successfuly repaired
many years ago, you should be as
healthy as any other mother-to-be.
Follow your obstetrician's directions
and suggestions.
DEAR DR.GOTT — I've had recurring bouts of vaginal warts. My doctor removes them and says, "Don't
worry." It's hard to explain to my husband why these keep coming back
when we haven't had sex in two
months. Where are they coming from
and how can I get rid of them for
good?
DEAR READER — Vaginal warts
are caused by a virus infection of the
lower reproductive tract. As some are
removed, others may grow, because
the wart-causing virus is present in
the skin cells and it is easily activated. This can be an extremely troublesome ailment, because the only way
to get rid of vaginal warts is to have
them repeatedly removed.
Dr. Golf's new Health Report on
IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME
explains the symptoms and management of this common problem. Send
;1 and your name and address to P.O.
Box 2597, Cincinnati, OH 45201. Be
sure to mention the title.
1966, NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Check the Classifieds Daily

ROPER TRUCKLOAD SALE

$100" to $700" Off
Rear Engine Rider
with Grass Catcher

Best deal of the season
on the Roper
LT11 lawn tractor.
•Durable 11-HP synchrobalanced Briggs & Stratton
Industrial Commercial
engine.
•Dependable 5-speed in-line
transarde

•313-inch mower decit

standard equipment.
•Rugged channerrame
construction
•2-year limited warranty

Save $100.00
Plus FREE
Grass Catcher

Gregory signs at Cleveland

-

Peter
Gott, M.D.

safe pregnancy? I took an echo test
and treadmill test two years ago, and
the doctors said they didn't think
there'd be any problem.

Limited to Current Inventory because of Special Price

Board delays plant vote

NEW YORK tAPI —
Prima ballerina Cynthia Gregory, who
celebrated 20 years with
American Ballet
Theater at a gala in her
honor here last summer. has signed to
become a permanent
guest artist with the
Cleveland Ballet.
Miss Gregory has
signed a two-year
agreement and will
dance on opening night
in "Gaite Parisienne"
this fall, according to
press representative
Susan Schulman. She
will perform with the
Cleveland Ballet in each
season and in two of the
three seasons of its partner city company. San
Jose Cleveland Ballet.
for a total of 20
performances.

•4s0

skin that has been X-rayed, burned or
affected by certain diseases. Again,
excisional biopsy is the preferred
treatment. This type of cancer does
tend to spread inward; therefore,
prognosis is guarded, as doctors say.
Melanoma is a highly malignant
cancer that comes from the skin's pigment-making cells. It, too, is related
to suiosure. But it can occur in
unexposedareas of the body and
among blacks. The lesions are painless, irregular and very dark. Surgery
must be performed to remove all
traces of the malignancy. Chemotherapy is often effective in treating
distant spread (metastases).
The dangers of these skin cancers
are that they can metastasize, causing disability or death. By and large,
the lesions produce no symptoms unless they are allowed to grow untreated. All persons must be alert to
changes in their skins; lesions that
grow, bleed, darlten, crust over (and
won't heal)or change shape should be
examined by a physician or, preferably, a dermatologist. Skin-cancer
treatment almost always involves
surgery: either a biopsy for diagnosis,
or removal of the malignancy.
Creams containing anti-cancer compounds are sometimes used as adjuncts to therapy, as is chemotherapy
by pills or injection.
DEAR DR. Gorr - I had heart
surgery when I was 7 to repair a hole
in my heart and repair a valve. What
precautions should I take to ensure a

"Cynthia is one of the
greatest ballerinas the
20th century has produced," said artistic director Dennis Nahat.
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Located adjacent to university - exceptional large city
lot 120s 190. Pear, damsel,
apple tress Planned storage
sparkling kitchen, carpet
like new "move in" condition Dial 753-1492

5 HP Rear Tine Tiller
With counter-rotating tines

Reg. 1799.95

Loretta Jobs Realtors
1200 Sycamore
Murray, Ky. 753-1492

GM QUALJTY
SERVICE PARTS

Best Deal of
the Season on
the Roper TT16
Yard Tractor
•ILkitable
Br

▪ Briggs & Stratton engine
•Power reverse
• 12" tines/17" till path
• 7-position depth stake
a Adjustable handles
•:Safety s,tart/stop
toe control
•2-year larruter,
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Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

FT300 Front Tine Tiller
Reg. `319.95 $269
"Save '100.00
'
19711 CAPRICE
Automatic Transmission, Air Conditioning, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Tilt, Stereo, One Owner,51,000 Miles,
Burgandy Cloth Seats, Burgandy in Color. SHARP!!
$3,900.00
PURCHAS1
DWAIN .
AMA ,
TAYLOR
CNIIVROLIT, INC. e4
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